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Men's soccer
kicks. its .way into
conference.·lead

Poge9 ..

D~ily student mass debuts · IQ doesn't equate success
.Pqge~

Judd fights back
in thrilling "Kiss
the Girls"
Pagel~

Poge5

New firm features
design-build concept
~

....

;..

Bv PETE HoLTERMANN
SPORTS EDITOR
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On Friday, Sept. 26, the Xavier
University Board of Trustees voted
to make a change in the construction
plans for the school's Convocation
. Center;
, .. ·•
..· ·
.· .
.
.
. . ., ...
· ~nre·Board 'se!ec.tec:I. the ·opus · ·· · -· - :An artist's 'rendering of the, Xavier Cqnvocat{on Center.·.
·.:·: - .
. .-·:
Cofporation cif Minnesota to over- - -. - - -.- - - - - -. -·. - - - - - -. - - see the design and the construction
·
·
. ·
• I'
of the 250,000 sq4are foot multiOJ
puq)ose facility.
·
Opus takes over the project
from Morse Diesel Intemationalof
Clevelahd;. Morse had been ~alled ·
.
the ...construction manager" for . the
project, but the school.is now refer'ring to them as a "pre-construction
r
consultant."
. - Rick Foran, Morse Diesel
"We had the option to. continue with the construction-manager vilion, an on-campus facility at the ments, offices; a ballroom, and the
conceptormakeachange,'"saidDr. University ofCalifomia~Berkley.
offices of the president..
E,ichard Hirte, Xavier's vic'e-pr~si. Opus has built one arena. T.he
An engineer,· who asked to
qent for financial administration. firm.· b.uilt the Mariucci Hockey remain unidentified, who is familiar
"We have elected to go ~ith ·the Arena, an on-campus facility forthe · with the Convocation Center plans
University ofMinnesota, Using the ··and Opus was surprised at Xavier's
design-build format."
.
Opuswillusethedesign~build design-build formiifa, ·opus con- hiring of the firm, 'considering the
format for the. construction. This structed.the 175,000 square foot fa~ ·. arena portion of the project. "This is
means Opus will control the final cility for over $17~5 million: The . out cWthe rionil forthem [Opus],"
design issues as well as the con-· construCtiontook15monthstocom- said:tlie engineer. "Ifs not their
struction.
'
'
pleteandwasfinishedinJuly; 1993. usual project.''
,.
· According to a university :
. The Mariucci Arena . is the
Under the new arrangement,
statement in Preview, the school's· largeston-campuscollegfatehockey the architectural firm that is designdaily bulletin for faculty and staff, arena in the country. It hrui a single ing the building, NBBJ Sports and
the design-build format means, "The tier bowl clesign that was, according ~ntertaiimient of Los Angeles, will
University will be'able to maintain to Opus, "generated in response to answer to Opus instead of the unistrongercontrol,especiallycostcon- the University's requirement for a versity .. Xaviermadethedecision to
trol, over the project."
· cost effective briildirig."
.
go with Opus with the support· of
Morse Diesel, a8 a construeXavier's Convocation Center NBBJ.
·
tion-manager, would have built the isplannedtohavealowerbowl with
· Morse Diesel did initial site
facility as a general· contractor. additional seating above a row.of workforthenewConvocationCen"With design-build, everything is club boxes that will ring the facility. · ter. Their work included contract.under one roof;'' said Hirte.
.·
· Opus has also biiHt _large, ibility analysis, cost estimates, and
The decision to go with Opus multi-purpose facilities for schoois clearing the areajust to the north of
overMorseDiesef means Xavier is before. lit 1990,' they compieted. the Cohen Center.
using a firm that has limited experi- work on the 180,000 square foot
Foran indicated that there had
enceinbuildingarenas. MorseDie- studentunionatMarquetteUniver- been some difficulties i.n the early
sel has constructed several arenas sity.
·
·
going of the project. "It's been a
and stadiums around the world,.inThe union, which cost more mixed bag of ups arid downs," he
eluding the Fleet C~nter in Boston than .$14 million, took 17 months to said. "There were several things
and the United Center in Chicago. .· complete and includes student com- ·that no one anticipated;"
Morse Diesel is currently working mon areas, .a chapel, dining hall, ·
(Please see New, page 2)
on the renovations of the Haas Pa~ several smaller eating establish·,

,'"It's been a mixed bag
ups and dawns. There
Were Several things that no
one anticinated."'
•

'
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•
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Shave and a hair cut:
Finailcial help

"I'm ready

BY KARA BENKEN
NEWS EDITOR

Tomorrow; a free financialplanningseminar hosted by
S.G. Donahue and. Company, Inc. will take place at the Harley
Hotel in Kenwood from 6:45-9 p.m. Topics indude the basics
of savings accounts and money market funds, college savings,
retirementplanning, estate planning, and other topics including·
the pre~tax savings program· available through Xavier.. Attendees may also sign up to have a full financial plan prepared on
their behalf at no cost to them. Reservations are required
though the seminar is free. Call Amy Daniels at 721-5313 today
to reserve a spot. There is also a semini:µ- on Thursday, Oct. 23
at the same time. ·

H~.alth and Counseling is sponsoring a new health research study on nasal congestion. People with stuffy noses and
other cold symptoms are ~equested to participate by going to the
center and. taking an over-the-counter medication and then
evaluating any effects. Participants will need to stay at the center.
for two and a half-hours and will receive $75 if the study is
completed.

Flu shots will be available at the Health and Counseling ·
Centerin Kuhlman from today through mid-November for $10.
The vaccine, which does not give a person the flu, is 85~90
percent effective in flu prevention. Students may come in
Monday~Friday from 12:30A:30p.m. The cost may be applied
to y~ur bursar bill ... ·

Mock DUI.
. On Wednesday, Oct. 22, at 1:30 p.m. a mock DUI accident
will take place at.Bellarmine CireJe where Herald Avenue and
Ledgewood Avenue meet. Sponsored by BACCHUS, Xavier '
Safety & Security, Cincinnati Police;' Cincinnati Fire Depart~
ment, and University of Cincinnati Air Care, the event will
portray an accident as the result of alcohol' use and is part of
Alcohol Awareness Week.
.-compiled by Kara Benk~n.

Security Notes

have a change
I_ ca.n always.·
grow it·back."

Friday, Oct. 3 ·
.
. During Fall Ball, 10 misdemeanor citations were issued
for disorderly conduct, possession of fake id's and underage
consumption of alcohol. .·
'
'
..
.
' .
Tuesday, Oct. 7, 4:20 p.m.
A student reported damage to· the left front quarter panel
of his _car resembling that of key marks while parked in the North
Lot.
' ,·
... ·,•'
.
.·
Sunday, Oct.12, :lo p.m.
.
An XU ·police officer noted two suspicious teen-agers
loitering around two cars parked in the North Lot. One ofthe
subjects, a 16~year-old, had felony warrants from Cincinnati
police and was arresteq. The. 15-year-old subject was arrested
arid charged with criminal trespassing:· They were both believed
. to be in the process
of breaking
into the. cars:.
·
. . . .
.

Security Note of the Week.
.

..

An Xu p01ice officer witnessed a vehicle recklessly driving
qn Cleneay Avenue, HeraldAvenue, Ledgewood Avenue, and

finally Dana Avenue where h,e pulled into the Village and was
stoppoo by police. After failing a number of sobriety tests, tl1e
· Village resident
was arrested by Cincinnati police
with
,
.
. ancl charged
..
drivin under the influence of alcohol.
'

~~~rn~:ec:~ar~::ss~:O:t7~~u:~:~

The United Way Foundation
willbepartiallyresponsibleforthe
Way," Noga said.
·
Tne United Way is involved
entertainment of the ev~ning at.
Midnight Madness on Friday;
withapproxiinately 120agenciesin
-Dr. Lµther Smith the Cincinnati area.
Dr. Luther Smith, Executive ··
Director of Student Services and
.
. "I'mready.tohaveachange," ..
Chairofthe United Way Campaign
· . Smith &aid regarding the eminent
at :Xavier this year, will be entrustWinners will not only be able loss of his three year-old ponytail.
.ing.the fate of his famous ponytail to wield the respective scissors and "I can always grow it back."
to the lt:icky~raffler who.wins the razor,butwillalsoteceivefree.hiiir- ·
. W)tligimmicks such as this
chance to cut ii off. o
cuts from Hyde Par~. Salon, who anciletterstofacultyandstaffwithin
Inadditiontothis,juniorSteve · willbe supervisingthe trim'ming.
the Jesuitcommunity, Xavier has
ThiS'fundraiseris part of the increased. its support of the cam~
Noga, \Vho is the Chair of the Stu~·
dent Campaign, will be allowing . culmination of Xavier·~· coil.'tribu~' paigri by .almost 26,percent'from
his hair to be shaved into a big "X" tion to the.Unit~d Way c~paign when it began twoyears ago. · ·
to raise money forthe United Way. for.this year. . ... .
.
. "My roommates are buying a
·People may purchase chances
The goarforXavier this 'year kit of chances ... but I'm comfort~
for the raffle for 50 cents outside the . was to make at.Iea5($30;000. The able with. the fact. I'm willing to do
cafeteria or in the Student Services campaign for Cinci~~ati i~ $50 mil-. · it nonetheless," Noga said.
·
. ·The fun and the hair cutting ·
hallway in the University Center lion. ·
· '• · · .·
this week and probably atMidnight
·Noga, who is a former United · will commence right after the vol~
Madness on Friday.
Way intern; spearheaded _the stu: leyball game on Friday night.

homily, and a chance to join fellow
students in a contemplative· atmosphere of prayerand praise of God.
GUEST WRITER
Meconi began the Mass after
reflecting on how much he enjoyed
.The new 10 p.m: student Mass attending Mass in the chapel of St.·
in Bellarmine Chapel has· been Joan of Arc .while attending
· deemed "a perfect way to end a Marquette University.
··
' \' hectic collegci day'' by fre~h~an
."I wanted to give Xavier students tl~e same opportunity to fall in
Greg Carpinello.
With the dawn of the fall se- love with Jesus Christ in the Euchamester; an ancient tradition was re- rist," Meconi said.
instated at Xavier when Mr. David
Sophomore Emily Metzger
Meconi, S.J, organized a weeknight attends .the weeknight Mass regustudent Mass. Meco~~ asked larly. She said, "The Mass is agreat
Xavier's newest Jesuit, Fr. Matt opportunity to take a break from
Gamber to be the main celebrant , studying and focus on the religious
Attendance averages betw~en aspect of your life."
25 and 35 students every night and
. Many students participate as
keeps growing weekly. The first lectors, Eucharistic ministers, and
weekonlyaboutfivestudentscame. altar servers as well as musicians
The Mass lasts one half-hour. and song leaders. .
starting at 10 p.m. Monday through
The Mass, briefer than most
Thursday and includes con tempo- .Sunday liturgies, allows stude11ts to
rary and traditional music, a brief get back to their studies refreshed

BY SEAN BURNS

after spending time witli God.
· . · Also, beginning at 9:40 p.m,,
students will lead the praying of the
Rosary. Anyone interested in learn'"
. ing about (his a11cient prayer form o(
the church may join the rosary group
and receive briefinstructions and a
free'rosarY. ,
···.·The Sacrament ofReconcili.:.
ation, inore commonly recognized
as Confession, is available. on Monday nights.beforetheMass from 910 p.m.
·
.· .
· ....
· . : Meconi has also instituted a ·
Holy Hour of quiet meditation with
· studentsinfrontoftheBlessedSac~
ramentafterthe Thursday night Mass
begi~ning this week, entitled "ER
Live - Eucharistic Respect"
Anyone with questions or an
interest in helping with.the week:
night Masses shouldcontactM~coni
at745-3505 orGainberat745-3862.
An Xavier students ard welcome.
.

'

'

. Saturday, Oct. 11, 11:03 p.m.
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dent campaign this year..
.
"As college students, we're
financially strapped aQd can't give

Students amass at mass

Flu shots galore

.

t.

·For ·Ffee

.New contractor saves tnoD.ey .
According. to Foran, these is- · "to the railroad tracks that run east of
sues added new costs to the price tag the Cohen Center.·
·
· ·
that no one anticipated."
· of the building that the university
Once this stage iri the project
Among the troubles that have says will cost $44 million.
is completed, Morse Diesel will
· Xavier does not want to ex- work to make a smooth transition of
come up in the preliminary stages
are· soil problems and the issues ceedthatpriceceilingfortheproject. the project to Opus.
"We are not always theright
Johri Kucia, .Xavier's admin~
with the City of Norwood..
According to Foran; some of answer for every situation," said istrative vice-president; said the
the soil .in part of th~ construction RickForan, Morse Diesel's director change in· cons.truction ~ompanies
area is all fill.
of marketing.
will noteffectthescheduledcompleHe indicated thatthe caissons
Foran also said Morse Diesel tion of the building that is set for the
for the building would have to be did save the school close to $1 mil- fall ofJ999.
···drilled IOOfeetinthegroundjusqo lion by reducing the costs of'the
''Thisdoesnotchangeourtiine
reach bedrock.
.
relocation of the electricallines that frame; This does not change the
"Typkally soil borings are run over the site.
desigii"or conteni.''.· he said, .
done in the conceptual stage," said .
Morse Diesel will continue
. The: convocation center will
· Foran,"Butapparentlytheyweren't on w~th the project through the i11clude three main components: a .
._.
•completion of the triovirig of the state of the art conference center,
.done." ,•
He ·also said that issues re- power lines.
nev_; main dining .hall and' a 10,000
garding the water runoff from the
Cinergy is working to move, seat basketbalfarena..
proposed .parking lot around. tile · the lines that run behind· Husman
A formal·. groundbre~king is .
CohenCenterha:dcreatedproblems Hall and over the tennis courts to a tentatively set forearly 1998; ·
with Norwood.
· new location that.will run.parrallel .·.
·.- ..
continued from page I
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Esco

from MasterCard and United Airlines!
Toke Off For The Weekend With United Airlines And Return The Following-Monday Or
Tuesday To Get Substantial Savings _When ·vou Use Your MasterCard® Cord.

See how you can WIN FREE AIRFARE when
you visit us at www~mastercard.com/college
No purchase or on-line entry necessary. To enter you must be a resident of the contiguous United States
(excluding Florida) and enrolled in college as of 9/1/97. A drawing will be held for each of the seven months in
which entries may be received: Septeniber 1997 through March 1998. To enter any month's drawing you must
e-mail or postmark your entry by the last day of that month. TO enter by mail send a postcard with your name
and complete address to: MasterCard Great Weekend Escapes Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 9109, Medford, NY
11763-9109. To obtain a copy of the complete rules see our web site (www.mastercard.com/college) or send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: MasterCard Great Weekend Escapes Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 1140,
Medford, NY 11763-1140. Sweepstakes is void in Florida, Alaska and Hawaii.
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Promo Code:

Weekender Zone Fare Certificate

I:

I
I
I
I Roundtrip Rates
.I
I
A C
I
II
WITHIN ZONE A
WITHIN ZONE B
WITHIN ZONE C
WITHIN ZONE D ·
BETWEEN ZONE A & B
B_ETWEEN ZONE &
BETWEEN ZONE A & D
BETWEEN ZONE· B & C
' BETWEEN ZONE B·& D
BETWEEN ZONE C & D

.· .

ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP
ROUNDTRIP

AV0157

Ticket Designator: AV0157
1rave1comp1ete:March.31,199s

'lJSe Your MasterCard® Card
·for Great Savings On United Airlines.
. · . To make reservations, call IJ°nit_e·d at ·1 ~800~241-6522 . · .. or your travel professi_onaL · ·
.
,
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare .Certificate AV0157. ,
',

'

'

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
Promo Code: AV0157
Valid Carrier: United Airlines, Shuttle by United, and/or United Express. No codeshare.
Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48 contiguous United
Slates. Origin/destination travel to/from Illinois or Colorado not allowed; however,
connections via Chicago or Denver are permitted. All travel must be via the routes
of UA in which UA publishes economy class fares. One way travel/stopovers/circle·trips/open segments/Waitlisting/standby are not permitted. Op'en jaw travel allowed.
. Valid Ticket Dates: Aug 30, 1997- Mar 1, 1998.
Vslld Travel Dates: Sept 13, 1997 lhrough Mar 31, 1998 excluding Blackout Oat~. All !ravel
must be <Xlflllle!ed l1j midnight Mar 31; 1998.
.
Jo enjoy these low Weekender Zone Fares-· plus earn Mileage Plus® Blackout Dates: 1997: Nov 22, 25. Dec 1, 20; 29. 1998: Jan 5. Mar 21, 28.
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. ©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated

Visit.th~.,~ew~wire on the World

.Wide
'

W~bl$.urfwith
'

.

:

•.

~
I

I
I
I
I
UAL ATO/CTO see S*PM0/AV0157
I
Agencies see S*PMA/AV0157
1. lirea·t as "ype "A" D1'scount Cerl1'f1'cate
I
-Use Fare Basis Code: VE14NMCD
-Use Ticket Designator: AV0157
.
I
-Endorsement Box: VALID UA ONLY/Non-Ref/No ltin Changes
2. Refer to ARC Industry Agents' Handbook, section 6.0 fof details.
3 F ., t .· . I 'th . r 'd r . Id It' d b't
'
I
ure comp Y promo JOn
emes
resu
e memo.
I
I
UNJTED
I
~~~~! - - - - - '.J

©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated-

: : : :::\.Ji~f~-24 hrs of rnaki_·ng reservations, af least 14 days prior to departure.
~ln/MSaax sdatay: Salllrday-night stay minimum. Outbound travel must be on !lights depart. . ~~ 1~iueru~,J~~~u1:~:S~sr eg 1HE IMMEDIATE ~oNoAv DR l)JESoAv FDLL0\\1NG DEPAATURE.
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Seats are capacity controlled and must be available in the required booking inventory
at the time reservations are confirmed. Discount applies to new purchases only and
will not be honored retroaclively or in connection with lhe exchange of any wholly or
partially unused ticket. One ticket per certificate redeemed. lower fares may be available In
some markets.
Ticketing Restrictions: Tickets are non-refundable. Change In origin or destination
is not permitted. Tickets MAY BE revalidated for a $50 per ticket fee.

betWeen September 13, 1997 and March 31, 1998. Outbound travel
Ticketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service). ··
~ . good on flights depatting on Saturday. Return travel good on flights return- . Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, laxes and stircharges including Passenger Facility Charges
·. Q
ingtheimmediateMondayorTuesdaylollowingdeparture..
(upto$12)aretheresponsibilityofthepassenger,andmustbepaidattimeoftickllting.
u.
· '
Certificate Restrictions: Certilicate is required for discount and must be presented · . · al
~w · zone·A :.·cT, DC, DE: FL, MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, SC,
at time of ticketing. Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible, non-combinable
with other al( travel certificates or discount fare offers (Mileage Plus awards/
u
VA, VT, WV
.
. SilverWings awards/upgrades/companion/convention/group/tour/senior citizen/
~ Zone B - AL, AR; GA, IA, IN, KS, KY, Ml, MO, MS, NE, OH; TN, WI
sludenl/child/Round the World fares/travel package/travel industry discounl/
•
u
~ ID LA MN MT ND NM NV OK SD TX UT WY
military/governmenl/joinVinterline/Wholesale/bulk). Not transferable, not replaceable
one • • . ' · ' ' ' ' ' ' · ' '· '
ii lost or stolen. No cash value: may not be sold or bartered. Protection for flight
Zone D• CA, OR, WA
irregularities will be on United, Shutt.le by United, and/or United Express flights only.
::i::

&
::i::

$168
$148
$158
$118
$188
$208
$288
$198
$238
$168

VJ·•. ,·credit
on your trip -_just cal! your travel professio~al or United to
db
reserie your flight and redeem your certificate.
.
· w. To receive !hese savings, use your MasteJCard® card to purchase an
IE' ·E-Ticke!SM between August 30, 1997 and March 1, 1998 for travel .
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Norwood water advisory over
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Writers harvest

NEWS EDITOR

Despite the boil water advisory posted by city officials, the
water in Norwood has been, and
currently, is safe to drink.
Last Friday, at approximately .
10:30 a.m., a valve broke on a water
mainatMontgomeryRoadandMills A venue. This meant that water
pressure was decreased to the part
of the city south of the Norwood
Lateral.
According
to
.the
·Bottled water in Norwood stores was scarce this past weekend,
Environmental Protection Agency,
due to a valve break on montgomery Road.
if pressure falls below 20 pounds
per square inch, it must be assumed
that bacteria exists and a boil.advi- should be boiled for'two 'minutes back negative. More samples were
sory must be made.
before using.· Water for bathing and taken Monday as a precaution.
"It was more of a preca(Itiori- laundry is considered safe.
'There was no bacteria in the
_The Health Commission then . ~ater at any time," said Laake.
ary measure than anything else;'' · said Donna Laake, Norwood City took seven samples of the water at
"Rather than take the tests
Health Commissioner.
'thesiteofthebreakandothernearby widiout notifying people and then
A boil advisory notifies the sites~ and sent them, to the Cincin- having them come back positive,
public that drinking water and water nati Health Department Lab for . we chose to notify residents before
used for cooking or brushing teeth analysis. All of the samples came we sent the samples to be tested."

Pathrapankal- speaks-·
'•

Fr. Joseph Pathrapankal, a professor from,.
India, will address the Xavier communitytorriorrow
at 6:30 p.m. in Hinkle Hall, Room 301. The topic of
the lecture is 'New Testament interpretation· and
-inter-religious dialogue in tlie Indian context.'
Pathrapankal is a professor of New Testament and
Theology at the Pontifical Athenaeum of Philoso~
phy and Theology in Bangalore, India.
·

·'

. Pathrapankal was appointed by the pope as a member of the Pontifical Biblical Commission from 1984-89,
which is a committee responsible for the official interpretation of the Bible. ·
-_The event is sponsored:by the Xavier Theology
Committee (XTC); the Theology Department, and the
University Scholar's Program.
·

or was it
~~:;;- ?
~.

On Thursday, Oct. 23 at 7 p.m. local writers will joiri-the fight
against hunger and poverty through the Xavier University Bookstore
sponsored WritersJiarvest. Local writers include, 'fyrone Williams~
Rhonda Pettit; Adam Renchcn, Jo Anne Davis, A11n McCue, Pauletta
_Hansel a-nd Laura P,ulfer. The authors Will read/pefform their work at
Kelley Auditoriiiffi:. Suggested donatiof!sfor Writers Harvest are $5 for
students and $1'0 for non-students. Orie hundred percent of proceeds
raised at the event will go directly to Cincinnati's Free Store Food
Bank. For more infoffiiation, call Amy Conrey at .745-3311.

·Alcohol week
On Monday, Oct. 20 Scott Cyran will be speaking about drunk
driving at the end of the residential mall near Bellrumine at 1:30 p.m.
-Cyraq is currently an inmate at the Columbus Correctional Facility,
·where he was placed as a result of his involuntary manslaughter of a
friend
his in a dru11k driving accident. The event will mark the
beginning of Alcohol Awareness Week.

of

Typewriter on web.
Enjoy reminiscing about typewriters and antiques at The Classic ·.
Typewriter Page, (xavier.xu.edu:8000/polt/typewriters.html). This web
site offers classifieds where one. can buy, sell or trade used typewriters.
The we~ site also ailows the user to find alist ofrepaii" shops or just read .
through typewriter co.Hectors' loving anecdotes.

· -:-eompiled by Amy Z""icki & · -

Kiira Benken

·

- -compiled by Kara Benken -
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1$UY ·11 WINGs-A.1-'REGULAi 'PRICE
-AND .ADD A REGUl.AR:,8UFFAl.o
CHIP AND COKE FOR JUST;$1.50
_ (FOR A LIMiTED ~E)

-
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ll•l llAili'fdHil
Ev•ry Thurlclay t1 Coll... ~lght 1tartina at 6 p.m~
Show ,OUr college· ID for foocl and drink 1p1sclala.
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Play NTN • 0ai1y H-y Hour ·
Mulfftucle of' TV'• • All NFL A Col8- Action

2692 Madl•o•' Road • Roo~oM Pavibon • Norwood
Call f.or Carryout1· § 35 I ·9464
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This past Sunday, my best friend's greatgrandmother passed away.
She was 98-years-old. · Her family was
fortunate to have her around that long. But no
matter how long a grandparent is around, it still
seems like it's never enough.
. .
. . .. · j.So is the c~e vvith pie. AUof my grandparents ~e~e g~ne'by the tim~iwas a sophomore in
high school. l don't regret not having spent
enough time with them-I was around them all
of the time. But, what I would do for one more
visit with them.
Before my friend's grandma became ill, I
knew that someday the 98~year-old was going to
move on. Even if my friend spent every day with
her grandma, I knew she would still cry for more.
How did I know? I just did ... and I still do.
I had the pleasure of visiting my friend's
grandma on several occasions. She hugged me
every time and treated me like a grandson. I
always asked my friend if we could go visit her.
~

'
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The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout 'the school year, e'xcept during
vacation and final eimms, by the students of
Xavier University, 3800 Victory Parkway,
Cincinnati, Off 45207-2129.· Tiie state:.
ments and opinions of The Xavier Newswire
are not necessarily those of the student
·body, faculty, or administration of Xavier.
Statements and opinions of a columnist do
not necessarily reflect those of editors or
general staff. Subscription rates are $30/
year or $15/seinester within the·USAand .
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be ·directed to Nicole Barido, Business
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Granny's neighborhood, my mom wouldn't let
me have any. But every time, Granny came to my
rescue and vetoed my mom's move to prevent me
from devouring a Drumstick.
Most of us are at an age when we no longer
have our grandparents, but if we do, they are at an
age when the bodyis getting tired and ready to go.
Those who have been in this situation understand. If you have not experienced a loss of a
grandparent, you are lucky. It hurts and it is
painful.
Please spend as much time as you can with
them. Call them, write to them, and do whatever
you can to communicate with them. Once God
pulls the plug, it's over and there's no second
chance to do what you wish you could have.
.. Memories live forever, and those times
with grandparents seem to stick in people's memories the most.
They' re quite a bit older than us, and a good
deal wiser-that's why we call them grandparents. We just have to remember that we don't
have a lot of time with them.
So, make the most of the time you do have.

'

EQ better judge of success than IQ

Contributing Writers

Distribution

She reminded me so mucli of my grandma .. I
guess no matter where you go, a grandma really
isn't that different-just special in certain ways
to each of us.
On Sunday when my friend's grandmother
died, she thanked me for going with her to visit
those times. I don't think my friend realized how
important and meaningful those visits were at the
time.
The last time I saw her grandma, I got. a
very peculiar feeling. She was not sick at th.e
time. When I left, I gave her a hug. But·
somehow, I was reluctant to leave, as though
. something inside of me told me it was the last
time I was· going to see her. Ironically, this was
the same way !felt when !left my great~grandma
for the last time in 1990..
Grandparents are those special people in
our Ii ves that I believe we take for granted. They
are always there forus, no matter what We can't
do anything wrong in their eyes, and they have
the power to overrule our parents when it comes
to decisions. For example, when I was little and
the ice cream man would come through my

.
Did you know that your IQ is
not a reliable measurement for future success?
Infact,moststandardizedtests
such as the SA,Tand ACT reveal
nothing more than a narrow depicti on of knowledge. The most accurate predictor of: social,, financial,
school, arid career mastery is emotionaI:intelligence.
Emotional intelligence was
first phrased by Peter Salovey of
. •Yale aridJohn Mayer of the UniversityofNewHanipshireasalabelfor
such human· qualities' a5. empathy,
emotional restraint,; and self"aware.ness; Daniel Goleman, a•Harvard
psychologist exposed it further in
his national best~seller'"Eniotional.
Intelligence: Whyitcanmattermore
than IQ."
..
· .· Numerous studi_es ]Jave been
done on emotionalintelligence, but

the most revealing is the Stanford nificant quality. The human species
Marshmallow Study. . .
.
has the unique capability to control
Psychologist Walter Mischel impulses that hover between stimugave groups of four,-year-olds one lus and response.
marshmallow each. He instructed
Masterful self-awareness can
the children that he had to leave the be the difference between caving in
room for 15 to 20 minutes, and if under.. the pressures of exams,
they postponed eating their marsh- projects and research, or moving
mallow until he returned, they would ahead toward .success despite. inbe awarded with an additional treat. .· timidation of the task. Indeed, a
As the study progressed, it , greater certainty about feelings alrevealed that the children who re- lows us to inake better resolutions at
strained from eating quickly grew school, home, and work.
to become more competitive in acaWi.thout .emotional intellidemics and social life, rather th.an gence, we are severely handicapped
their"instant'-gratification-seeking" . in our pursuit of success. Antonio
counterparts..
Damasio; a neurology researcher,
The. test subjects that exhib- ·studied patients in wliom the emoited restraint eventually scored 210 . tional brain (amygdala) was impoints higher on their Scholastic paired and dtsconnected from the
Aptitude Test. The self-restraint rational brain (neocortex).
expressed by four-year-olds was
, Essentially, these patients had
'.'twice as powerful a predictor of the ability to learn', plan, remember,
later academic prowess as IQ," ex- reason, and think but they could not
plained Dr. Goleman.
access self-awareness~ and empa-.
Self-awarene~s is anothersig~ · thy; Their lives were a mess. They

could not make simple decisions
such.as scheduling an.appointment.
Their lack. of emotional knowledge
obstr~cted, them from determining
how they felt about basic rational
decisions.
Theimportanceofemotional
intelligencecan'tbeoverstated. So,
can. one become more emotionally
intelligent?
.
Unlike IQ, emotionaf intelligence is believed to be enhanced
throughnurturing. Weneedtowork
on self-awareness, handling stress,
empathy, communication, acceptance, and other social dynamics.
Bookstores, websites and
· emotional development classes are
becoming more popular by the day.
Proponents say that you can even
raise your EQ and this enhanced
aptitude will give you true intelligence and success.
James Millet is a graduate student
in Xavier's Education Department
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Truth and opinion revisited
Thank you somuch for the
bit of satirical humor in the Oct. 1
Xavier Newswire. Mr. Thomas
Lynn, Jr . has such wit.
rig~t
Ican'tstoplaughing. !hope
that I'm not misinterpreting his
humor. It would be careless to
misread yet another historical
document. If, on the other hand,
Lynn is serious, I offer the following rebuttal.
Lynn expressed a concern
for our Jack of truth in America. matters of opinion without the
He also said that we believe that Constitution. It may guarantee
our Constitution guarantees our our right to send weak arguments
right .to be wrong. · Further he to college newspapers, but it says
states (misusing an analogy to nothing about opinions.
Hamlet) that America is "customSecond, who can legislate
arily"' Jacking in truth.
what people think anyway? The
These are strong accusa- last time I checked, there still
tions from a college student. Af- wasn't any legislative way to conter careful reading of his argu- trol thought in this country.
ments,itappearsthatLynnissim- ·
. In America, we leave tha~
ply frustrated by his lack of influ- . up to the media. If you are interences on other people's opinions ested in mandating public opin··· specifically a certain female to ion, maybe you should check out
whom he refers to in the begin- China or a country based. ori fas~
ning of the column.
cist ideals.
After reading the column, a
It is the nature of our nation
couple of truths come to mind. to compete and to debate in the
First, the Constitution does not hopes of finding the best or most
guarantee.our right to be wrong. correct answer. This natural
We can be wrong all we want on competiveness does not always

Whois to say
_
someone is
simply because one
may be a better
debater than one's
·opponent?

CFCs still pose threat
despite regulations
BY JASON BLINDAUER

GUEST COLUMNIST

Chlorofluorocarbons-we've·
all heard about them. . They are
chemical compounds containing
chlorine, fluorine, and carbon that
are detrimental to the ozone layer
and, ultimately, the future existence
of human life.
To recap, ozone is a gas consisting of a regular oxygen molecule, with the addition of a singular
oxygen atom, which benefits organisms on the surface of the planet by
blockingoutharmful ultravioletrays
from the sun. Ultraviolet radiation
is devastating to the cell structures
of most plants and animals, including human beings.
The chlorine present in CFCs,
upon penetrating the stratosphere,
acts as a powerful catalyst in converting ozone into regular oxygen
molecules, creating a hole through
which UV can
pass. Onechlorine
atom -might destroy as many as
100,000 ozone
molecules before
bonding with other
materials and returning to the troposphere.
Why rehash
old news? Despite government regulation and popular disdain for CFCs,
ozone· depletion has only gotten
worse.
CFCs were first introduced
in the 1930s by a joint venture of·
General Motors and DuPont chemical manufacturers. The properties
of these compounds-no toxicity,
no flammability, thermal efficiency,
and low reactivity with other chemicals-made them ideal for use as
aerosol propellants, electronic cleaning agents, and coolants. Their ability to tum from liquid to gas when
released from high pressure stasis
also made them viable in producing
foam pla&tics.
Gradually, CFCs outmoded
other chemicals, such as carbon dioxide and ammonia, to become the
primary coolants used in air conditioners, refrigerators, freezers, heating· units, and industrial compressors.
Finally, in the 1970s, scientists began discovering deficiencies
in the earth's atmosphere related to ·
CFCs. Conclusive proof of ozone

depletion came in 1984, and the
following year, scientists produced
stunning evidence of a gigantic
·growing hole in the ozone layer over
Antarctica. In response, many of
the world's leading industrial nations signed the 1989 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer, pledging to eliminate
the use of CFCs. By 1990, over 90
nations had agreed to phase out CFCs
by the year 2000.
The media hailed it as a milestone in environmental protection
and our public officials patted each
other on the back, thinking the problem solved. Unfortunately, total
ozone mapping spectrometers on
satellites in space only show increased deterioration of the ozone
layer.
The ozone crisis only promises to escalate, and the reasons are
apparent. Nineteen ninety-five was
a bad year for the
environmental
community. The
World Meteorological Organization reported unexpected ozone
losses on average
of about 30 percent over Siberia,
Canada, Greenland, Scandinavia,
Scotland, and England. In fact, the Antarctic hole
had more than doubled in size from
the year before.
At decay rates like that, scientists could.count on celebrating the
new millennia on an earth that would
resemble something out of
"Waterworld."
The question occurs again,
why does the situation continue to
degrade? In truth, there is a huge
difference between creating law and
enforcing it. Russia, Poland, Bulgaria, Belarus, and the Ukraine have
all admitted to breaking the 1989
treaty. A CFC black market dispenses anywhere from 10,000 to
22,000 ton·s of these chemicals annually. In.the United States, nearly·
600,000 individuals will service
devices which use CFCs next year.
Many people will dispose of the
CFCs irresponsibly.
Add to that all of the countries
not involved in CFC regulation, and
we.face the potential threat of bu~ ·
man extinction-not as something ·
distant or remote-but a real possibility during our lifetimes.

... we face the
potential threat of
human extinction
... as a real
possibility during
our lifetime.

lead us to the truth, however. Lynn
says that truth is dead in America
and bases this proposition on some
hypothetical argument t~at he
"Socratically'~ won. I'm intrigued
by the premise butunconviilced
by the incongruent support.
Who is to say someone is
right simply because one may be a
better debater than one's opponent? Is virtue tied to forensic
ability? Giventhehonestyofmany
successful lawyers, I doubt it.
Also, whoistosaythatLynn
actually won his debate? Who
was the judge? What is his goal?
Did Lynn expect to change
someone's mind by simply stating
his case? Apparently he lost the
battle to sway opinion, yet again. I
suppose then that I am expressing
my "right" to disagree with his
"truth."
Truth is not dead in America.
But we may all say a prayer for the
.educ.ation system that produces
college students so lacking in the
art of rhetorical argument and
logic.

Jonathon Jones
Doctoral Student
Psychology Dept.

Responsibility, not trash cans
the answer to ntessy classrooms'
In response to the Oct. 1
edition of the Xavier Newswire
staffeditorial-theworlddoesnot
revolve around you, me, or any
other single individual. So let's
not act like it does. That simply
means that we should have respect for others and the environment we share.
"Look around next time
you're in a classroom." Look
around indeed. Take pride in your
school and show one another the
respect that we all deserve.
Your mother does not live
here; pick up after yourself. No,
there are no trash cans in the classrooms, but there are both recycling and trash receptacles in the
hall way outside your classroom.
And last time I checked; the most

practical way to get from your
class to yournext destination is by
the way of that very same hallway:
Unless one travels via transporter, there is no reason that a
responsible adult could not pick
up his or her trash, carry it the
extra 30 seconds past where a
"Classroom trash can" would be
placedanddisposeoftherefuseln
the proper place.
Iagreeitisashame,evenan
embarrassment, to the .student
body that the Physical Plant staff
and other Xavier employees must
clean up after us. ·
There is no reason that we
should make their jobs any more
difficult. I hope that they will give
the Xavier community another

chancewiththerecyclingprogram.
· It seems to me that it comes
downtorespectforourschool,our
environment,andourfellowcommunity members.
Let's do away with the garbage by working for responsible
solutions, not by white~washing
the problem and calling it solved.
Wearen'tsix-year-olds. Wecan't
shoveeverythinginourclosetand
claim that we are finished cleaning.
The world is out of closet
space.
"Now there won't be an excuse foramessy classroom." There
never was an excuse.

Elizabeth Durepo
Senior

Students should stop making excuses
While I applaud the move
.to rid our campus of credit card
solicitations, I take issue with the
angle and the implications presented by the Newswire.
.
The notion that we need to
be protected from ourselves by
having credit card solicitations
removed from campus, thereby
preventing hapless students from
falling prey to credit's "web," is
ridiculous.
· . ~·As adults, we are capable of
using credit. in a responsible or
irresponsible manner; one must
· ha~e the maturity to real.ize that

credit issued is understood to be the white lines painted marking
repaid promptly or there will be traffic . lane boundaries ·on ·your
consequences.
stretch of Montgomery Road beAgain, I support· the move fore coming to us trying to direct
to clear this irritating bit of clutter construction of our convocation
from our campus, but I would center.
appreciate a proactive attitude on
Kudos to PNC Bank for
your part with regard to. our col- imposing a new A TM fee on their
lective intellect as Xavier students, MAC machine outside of the Grill.
showingrestraintenoughtoavoid At $1.50 a pop, that's a cool 15.
another "woe is me-I'm only a percent per $10 withdrawal taken
college student" article full of ex- ··from. students and given to the
cuses and a refusal to face reality. · boys and girls at PNC.
, Some other observations
from the past weeks:
Chris Kelly
To the city of Norwood: Get
Senior•

Muskies go to 5-0
Shooters open.season.
.
The Xavier Rifle Team started its season off with a bang last
weekend. The team was victorious in tri-meet at M.l.T. in Cambridge, Mass: In t~e victory, the Muskies defeated M.l.T. and
Norwich. They compiled a team score of 6075 which was 90 better
than Norwich and, 747 better than M.l.T. This was an outstanding
result considering that Ted Rozman, a junior, could not participate in
the meet because he broke his wrist two days earlier. Karyn Juziuk
lead XU in both the smallbore and the air rifle portions of the meet
with scores. of 1157 and 393, respec'tively. Other contributi~g
members to the victory were Karen Alexander, Becky Brattain, and
ShariJedinak.
-Matt Madges

a

XC runni11g on empty
·The Xavier harriers ran up against the best this state has to offer
in the Ohio Intercollegiate Cross Country Championships this past
weekend at the Methodist Seminary in Delaw~e, Ohio. In the 8,000
meter men's race, Ohio State University and Ohio University tied for
first place in the team standings with 85 points. Xavier finished 20th
in the 37 team field. The top individual was Dave Cooper ofMbunt
Union, who covered the course in 25:24. Joe Burzynski (69thplace,
27:05),DaveDickman (117,27:47), and Chris Germann (127·, 27:59)
were the top Musketeers finishers.
Over the 5,000 meter women's course, Bowling Green State
Universi~y emerged as the team ·winner with 40 points. Xavier'.s
women finished in 30th place in the team standings. The top finishers
for XU were Blanche Fisher (102, 20:09), Laura· Edwards (134,
20:32), and Jan Feichtner (150, 20:46).
Both teams will be running again this weekend at the UW~
Parkside Invitational in Kenosha; Wis.
-Matt Barber

Raquetball.tourney starts Monday
Students, faculty and staff are invited to participate in a
racquetball tournament in the O'Connor Sports Center. Registration
is open untiJ 4 p.m. today.
Play for the double-elimination tournament will begin on
Monday, Oct. 20.
·
·
Registration and questions can be handled by the Intramural
Sports Office in the Sports Center. for more information, call 7452857.

On Tap
······················~········
Wednesday,
Oct. 15 •Men's Soccer at Bowling Gre~n at 3:30 p.m. ·
•Women's Golf at the Lady Flyer Invitational in Dayton.
Friday, Oct. 17
•Men's Soccer vs. Rhode Island at7 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 18.

Sunday, Oct. 19

Monday,

Op. 20

Tuesday, Oct. 21

•Volleyball vs. Fordham at 9 p.m.
•Basketball Midnight Madness at 10:30 p.m.
•Women's Soccer at Rhode Island at 4 p.m.
•Women's Tennis at the Louisvifle Invitational.
•Volleyball vs. George Washington at 7:30 p.m.
•Cross Country at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside
Invitational in Kenosha, Wis.
•Rifle at the Tenessee Tech Invitational in Cookeville,
Tenn. at 2 p.m.
•Women's Tennis at the Louisville Invitational.
•Men's Soccer vs. Massachusetts at 1 p.m. ·
•Women's Soccer at Massachusetts·at I p.m.
•Women's Tennis at the Louisville Invitational.
•Men's Golf at the Persimmon Ridge Invitational in
Louisville, Ky.
.
•Men's Golf at the Persimmon Ridge Invitational in
Louisv.ille, Ky.·

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

After two .frustrating losses
that ended the nonconference season .
for the Xavier women's soccer team,
the Muskies exploded ·into their
Atlantic 10 ·schedule. Xavier has
won its first five conference matches,
and has yet to allow a goal in A-10
play.
Xavier is marching through
the conference slate using a formula
that it perfected duririg the
nonconference contests. Xavier's
explosive offensive is responsible
for the Musketeers scoring an average of3.4 goals per game against the
rest of the A-10.
Meanwhile, XU's tlefensive
play continues to strengthen, resulting in conference opponents struggling for good shots. Musketeer Al 0 foes are averaging just over three
shots per game, and Xavier's
goalkeeping tandem of Ann Marfo
Hubbard and Karen Kase have only
had to make I 0 saves in the fiveSenior Amanda Gruber is among the nation's top scorers this season.
game-winning streak.
Earlier this year, she sei the Xavier career records for points and
Hubbard saw her first start in
,
goals, and tied the career record for assists this past weekend.
goal since the third game of the
season when she injured her arm defense to quickly ciear the ball assists so far this season leave her
against Evansville.· Kase had started · back into the offensive half of the threeshyoftheXavierseasoiuecord
that Jodi Krauser set in 1984. Last
every game since and compiled a field.
When the offense takes over, week, Annette was named A-10
. goals against average of 0.84.
Hubbard's six appearances give her it uses patience and quiCk thinking Rookie of the Week.
to put the ball in the goal. XU has
Xavier will face a very tough
a GAA of 0.55.
This Muskie squad set a school peppered the nets in A-10 play, testthis weekend when the Muskies
record on Sunday by blanking St. launching 99 shots in five matches. head east to take on Rhode Island
The Gruber sisters, senior and Massachusetts.
Joseph's 3-0. The fifth straightshutAmandaandfreshmanAnnette,con· .. Rhode Island has ~truggled
otit dips the mark of 'four th~t was.
tinue to lead Xavier in the scoring this season, posting a record ofl ~ 12
set'in 1984.
The last goal Xavier allowed column. Amanda has registered six overall and 1-6 in the A-10. Xavier
was on a penalty kick to Cincinnati goals in the five conferen,ce games, will visit the Rams on Friday night.
UMass may be one of the
on Sept. 26. Tennessee scored three including four in two games this
past weekend.
toughest matches Xavier will have
against Xavier on Sept. 21.
She also assisted a goal in allseason. TheMinutewomenenter
Strong defense from the
backfield has minimalized the scor- Sunday's win, giving her 20 career this weekend with a record of 11-2
ing opportunities for Musketeer op- assists. This ties the Xavier record .overall. and a 7-0 mark in conferponents. On Friday, Xavier beat that was set by Jenny Tombragel in ence play.
In A-10 play, UMass is averTemple by a score of 3-0. The Owls her career from 1991-94. Earlier
did not take a shot on goal in the this season, Gruber broke the school aging 3.63 goals per match, and
The
match. St. Joe's took just four shots 'recordsforcareerpointsandgoals. allowing just 0.68.
Her efforts this weekend Minutewomen are currently ranked
in Sunday's match.
Muskie head coach Dr. Ron earned her Atlantic 10 Player of the 14th in the National Soccer Coaches
Quinn feels the defense has solidfied Week honors for the second time Association of America rankings.
The battle of the A-10 powers
its play of late and :has developed a this season. Her .15 goals tie her
good chemistry. He. credits the with the fourth most iri the nation. will take place Sunday in Amherst,
backfield for being strong, quick With 35 points this season, Gruber Mass. at 1 p.m.
Senior co-captain Nora Kelley
and having good ball-handling skills. is ranked eighth in the country. She
"They play with a· 1ot of courage, is tied for third in the country with is confident the Muskies can return
to Ohio with two more wins if they
and they take prid~ in pr~venting five game~winning goals. .
Her sister Annette is catching just play their game. "I think we just
teams from getting scoring
up fast. She has scored three times need to continue to do what we've
opportunities," he said.
Xavier has also has stepped . in conference games, and has as- been doing," she said. "We just
up its transition game, allowing the sisted five other goals. Her seven need to play for 90 full minutes." ·

··~-

Confe.rence Standings

~
Women's Soccer

All home games arc in bold
Home soccer matches arc played at Corcoran Field ··
Home volleyball matches arc played in Schmidt Fieldhouse :
Midnight Madness will be held in Schmidt Fieldhouse .·, ·.:

/

'

Game of the Week
Midr,iighf Maciness ·
Friday, Sept.17 at 10:30 P·rn·

BY PETE HOLTERMANN

,

. Midnight Madness is here at .last! All of you basketball
junkies can get an early taste of action at the first official practiCe
of the 1997- 98 season in Schmidt Fieldhouse.. There will be
dunking, shaving, scrimmaging, and bat-spinning, not t~ mention
over $1,000 to be given away. Come· see this season's editionS'o
both the men's and women's teams, meet the coaches, and scream
your head off to support the Musketeers. They are in irto wi~ i~.

School
A-10
Massachusetts
7-,0-0
Xavier
5-0~0
Dayton
4-1-0
G. Washington 4+·0
2-2,.l
Fordham
St. BQrlayenture 2~3-1 .
St.Joseph~s
.. 2~3-0
2~3-0
LaSalle·
Duquesne
2-4-0.
Virginia Tech
lA-0
Rhode Island
1~.6-0
Temple
.0-5~0

..

Season
11-2-0

·10-2-0
12-1-0
7-4-2
4-5-2
7~5-1 .
7-4-0'
5~5-0

6-7-0
6~6-0:

1-12-0
. 3-11~0

Through Sept. 28 ·

.

Men's Soccer
· A-10
School
Xayier .
5-0-0
Virginia Tech 4-0-1
La Salle
4-1-0
Massachusetts :•4-3-0
Rhodelsland ... 2-3-2
G. Washjngton .' -272-1
Fordham
2-3-0
Dayton
2-3-0
Duquesne
2-4-0
St. Bonaventure 2-4-0
Temple
1-3-1
0-4-1
St. Joseph's .

Season

7-5-1
10-2-1
6-5-1 ·
8-4-1
4-8-2
.4-7-1
6-7-0
5-6-1
6-5-2
6-6-0
7_4.:.2
2-8-2

Volleyball
School
A-10
Rhode Island
8-0
Temple
.8~o
G, Washington 5~3
Dayton
5-3
Massachusetts . 4-4
Virginia Tech
4-4
Duquesne
3-5
3-5
Fordham
.Xavier
3-5
La Salle
1-7
St.. Bonaventure 0-8

Season
14-4
13-4
14-6
9-7
. 9-9
9-9
8-11
9-8 '
6-11
9.-8
. Y2-1s

Schedule announced for men's hoops
BY PETE HOLTERMANN
SPORTS EDITOR

'

With expectations for the upcoming men's basketball team peaking, Xavier re~eased its scl:ied~le
earlier ~his month with eight NCAA
Tournament teams on the slate.
Xavier will have a school record 17
games on television this season.
Four of Xavier's non-conference opponents participated in the
1997 NCAA Tournament, and five
Atlantic .10 foes played in last year's
postseason.
WCPO-TV, Channel 9, will
carry 11 games, six locally and five
through the station's affiliation with
the A-10 network. WCPO will also
carry the Massachusetts game that
will be covered by ABC, the station's
network. In addition, two games
will be on ESPN, and two more will
be on ESPN2. SportsChannel Ohio

will carry the game against DePaul
that will be played in Cleveland.
Xavier opens the season on
Nov.19athomeagaihstToledo. On
Saturday, Nov. 22, the Muskies
celebrate homecoming with a game
against Akron.
On Tuesday, Dec. 9, XU will
head to Oxford to take on Miami.
The RedHawks made it td the tournament last year with an 18-8 record.
The Crosstown Shootout returns to the Cincinnati Gardens for
what may be the last.time on Saturday, Dec. 1_3. It was last year's
buzzer-beating,upset of then-No. 1
UC that thrust XU into the spotlight.
. Xavier will play Purdue in
Market Square Arena in Indfanapolis, on Saturday, Dec. 20 as part of
Blockbuster V. The Boilermakers
return everyone from the first Purdue
squad to not win the Big 10 title in
four years.

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
.. the Army, your college loan
. could be thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repaymentprogram,each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
.amount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

a

513-731-4400
ARMY.. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
www.goarmy.com

Gund Arena in Cleveland will
againplayho~ttotheGatoradeRock-

N-Roll Shootout. In the first game,
Xavier will battle DePauL In the
n.ightcap, Cincinnati will play Massachusetts,
Xavier rekindles its rivalry
with Butler in a game on Dec. 30.
The Bulldogs went to last year's
Tom:nament on. the strength of a 2310 record and a Midwestern Collegiate Conference title.
The Atlantic 10 schedule
opens for Xavier on the road at St.
BonaventureonJan.3. TheMusketeers return to take on La Salle in
their home Atlantic 10 opener on
Jan. 7.
Xavier's home game against
St. Joseph's on Jan. 20 will be the
first ESPN2 game for the Muskies
this season. The Feb. 24 game at
Rhode Island will also be carried by
"The Duece."
ESPN will carry Xavier's
games at Dayton and Temple.
There will be some tickets
available to Xavier fans for the
games in Indianapolis and Cleveland.
Tickets may also be available
for some road games through Xavier.
Call the Xavier ticket office at
745~341 l for more information .

Women's Soccer
Xavier 3, Temple 0
Fri., Oct. 10
Corcoran Field
Cincinnati, OH
Scoring: XU-An. Gruber (A. Reinshagen, C.
Reinshagen) 20:04; Arn. Gruber (An. Gruber)
64:02; Am. Gruber (An. Gruber). Shots: TU0; XU-23. Saves: TU-Fritz,11; XU-Kase, 0.
Fouls: TU-18; XU-15. Cards: TU-yellowStahlin, 20:50. Conditions: 75° Clear and
Mild. Attendance: 252.

Xavier 3, St. Joseph's 0
Sun., Oct. 12
Corcoran Field
Cincinnati, OH
Scoring: XU-Kelley (Am. Gruber) 36:46;
Am. Gruber (A. Reinshagen) 51 :06; Am.
Gruber (A. Reinshagen) 55:51. Shots: SJ4; XU-21. Saves: SJ-Kuehnle, 9; XUHubbard, 2. Fouls: SJ-15; XU-7. Cards:
SJ-yellow-Delaney, 88:53. Conditions: 85°
Sunny. Attendance: 137.

NOW RENTING
FOR THE
'98-'99
SCHOOL YEAR

Apartments &
Houses Available
Avai~ablity
Call 772~0909

For

Men's Soccer
Xavier 4, Temple 3
Fri., Oct. I 0
Temple Stadium
Philadelphia, PA

9-15, 15-6, 13-15, 15-5, 15-8
Fri., Oct. 10
Pittsburgh, PA
K: XU-58 (Osterday-15); DU-62 (Lopez19). A: XU-54 (Espelage-50); DU-60
(Kargus-27). SA: XU-7 (Holmstrom,
Maitner-2); DU-11 (Birkel-3). Blks: XU-12;
DU-6. Attendance: 73. LOM: 1:53.

Xavier def. St. Bonaventure
15-6, 15-8, 15-6
Sat., Oct. 11
St. Bonaventure, NY
K: XU-48 (Janszen, Osterday-14); SB-34
(Renninger-14). A: XU-40 (Espelage-35);
SB-30 (Tuk-28). SA: XU-7 (Holmstrom,
Espelage-2); SB-3 (Nagy, Renninger,
Tuk). Blks: XU-6; SB-3. Attendance: 111.
LOM: 1:19.

Rifle
Xavier 6,075; Norwich 5,985;
M.I.T. 5,328
Sat., Oct. 11
Cambridge, MA

Smallbore: XU-4,559. Xavier Individuals:
Karyn Juziuk- 1,157; Karen Alexander1,146; Shari Jedinak-1,137; Becky
Brattain- I, 119.
· Air Rifle: XU-1,516. Xavier Individuals:
Karyn Juziuk-393; Karen Alexander-378;
Scoring: XU-Kuiken (Fulte) 10:35; Kuiken Shari Jedinak-374; Becky Brattain-371.
(Schmidt) 39:40; Kuiken (Schmidt) 44:30;
Women's Cross Country
S. Stamper(Schmidt) 59: JO; TU-DeStephanis ·
Ohio Intercollegiate Cross Country
(Fanning) 63:36; DeStephanis (Beickman)
Championships_
65:00; Murphy (Haney) 70:35. Shots: XUFri., Oct.to
14; TU-15. Saves: XU-Wesseling, 6; TUClark-8. Fouls: XU-22;
TU-14. Conditions:
Delaware, OH
.
.
5K'
.
Hot and Sunny.

Xavier 3, St. Joseph's 0
Sun., Oct. 12
Finnesey Field
·Philadelphia, PA

Top 30 Team Scores: Bowling 'Green, 40;
Ohio University, 63; Miarrii University, 139;
Youngstown State, 149; Rio Grande, 179;
Kent State, 185; Cincinnati, 231; Cedarville
College, 265; Malone College, 272; BaldwinScoring: XU-Spaccarelli (Vlijter) 25: JO;
Wallace, 290; Dayton, 337; Denison, 427;
Vlijter (Kuiken, Wesseling) 84:06; Kuiken
Wooster, 450; Ohio Staie, 453; Ashland,
(C. Stamper) 85:45. Shots: XU~J8; SJ~9.
457; Kenyon,'472; Ohio Nortliern, 475; Case
Saves: XU-Wesseling, 4; SJ-Solomon, 8.
Western Reserve, 508;. Heidelberg, 580;
Fouls: XU-12; SJ~15. Cards: XU~yeliow
Wittenberg, 580; Mount Union, 590; Walsh,
Schaffer, 78:26; XU-yellow-Crosby,
624; Oberlin, 627; John: Carroll, 695; Findlay,
81: 16; XU-yellow-Spaccarelli, 82:36.
723; Ohio Wesleyan, 724; Toledo, 727;
Conditions: 85° Sunny.
Otterbein, 750; Muskingum, 753; Xavier,
·Volleyball ·
759.
Xavier def. Duquesne
. Top Finisher: Anne Marie Hynes; Rio Grande

/

~I!&

'(17:32).
Xavier Finishers: 102-Blanche Fisher, 20:09;
134-Laura Edwards;· 20:32; 150-Jan
Feichtner, 20:46; 177-Marjy Givens, 21:07;
198-Katie Bergman, 21:35.

Men's Cross Country
Ohio Intercollegiate Cross Country
Championships
Fri., Oct. JO
Delaware, OH
SK
Top 30 Team Scores: Ohio State 85; Ohio
University 85;.Cincinnati 88; Ashland, 119;
Mount Union; 120; Malone College, 216;
Kent State, 234; Bowling Green, 262; Akron, 291; Dayton, 299; Wright State, 311;
Otterbein, 325; Youngstown State, 343;
Heidelberg, 347; Cedarville College, 362;
Toledo, 41 O; Denison, 425; Baldwin-Wallace,
526; Miami, 557; Xavier, 596; Muskingum,
616; Kenyon, 650; Walsh, 708; Tiffin, 728;
Ohio Northern, 731; Findlay, 733; Case
Western Reserve, 744; Wittenberg, 826; Ohio
_Wesleyan, 840; Wooster, 852.
Top Finisher: Dave Cooper, Mount Union
(25:24).
.
Xavier Finishers: 69-Joe Burzynski, 27:05;
117-Dave Dickman, 27:47; i27-Chris
Germann, 27:59; 130-Scott Holzknocht,
28:00; 154-Randy Dublikar, 28:26.

Men's Golf
Kroger Intercollegiate
Mon.-Tues., Oct. 13-14
Memphis, TN
Par72
·. · (Tournament shortened to 36 holes)
Tearri S.cores: Arkansas, 592; Nebraska,
595; Kent State, 598; Auburn, 603;
Michigan, 604; Louisiana State, 606;
Florida State, 608; Vanderbilt, 608;
Memphis, 609; Ball State, 610; Michigan
State, 615; Kentucky, 615; Purdue, 615;
Louisville, 625; Xavier, 627; Murray
State, 632; Air Force, 633; Middle · ·
Tennessee, 633.
Medalist: MichaelHarris, Michigan, 70,
72-142.
Xavier Scorers: T13-Matt Servies, 77, 73150; T24-Steve Dixon, 76, 76~152; T75Michael Reis, 81, 80-161; T81-T.J.
Wilson, 85, 79-164; 88-Tim Donovan~ 89,
80-169.

Rookies lead.·xu topetfectA~lO.start
BY STEVE SMITH
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

What looked to be another season of
high expectations turned sour by disappoint:
ing results has quickly made a 180 degree turn
for Xavier_' s men's soccer team. After captur~
ing four straight Atlantic 1Oconference victories in nine days the Musketeers find themselves sitting alone a top the A-10 standings
with a 5-0" conference record.
·
. Lead by the. efforts of a trio from The
Netherlands, sophomores Koen Kuiken and
Maringo Vlijter, and freshman Paul
Wesseling, Xavier earned wins over St.
Joseph's, Temple, St. Bonaventure, and
Duquesne, all on the road.
The Muskies started the four game road
trip on Oct. 3 with a come from behind 2-1
win over Duquesne.
After giving up a goal to the Dukes in
the 16th minute of the first half, Xavier regrouped arid began to create some scoring
opportunities.
In what seems to be becoming a typical
scene at Xavier games, the Musketeers came
out and scored a quick goal to begin the
second half.
Muskie forward Josh
Hammerschmidt tied the match at one as he
finished off and assist. from Vlijter just five
· minutes into the second half.
The Muskies and Dukes battled aggressively the rest of the game until Xavier defender Brian DiBattista scored the game winning goal in the 71st minute.
·
A confident XU squad took to the field
oil Oct. 5 versus St. Bonaventure, but like the
Duquesne game, Xavier found themselves
down early.·

St. Bonnie scored the games first goal
just 10 minutes into the match, but their quick
1-0 lead would not last long. Xavier forward
Bill Schaefer tied. the match 1-1 at the 30
minute mark.
The Musketeers then scored two goals
in a span of three minutes, in the second half,
to take a commanding 3~1 lead over SBU.
A goal in the final minute of play by
Xavier forward Chas Cooke, capped Xavier's
scoring and put the. final at 4-1.
X goalkeeper Paul W esseling secured
the victmy as he made 11 saves on 21 shot
attempts by the Bonni es.
..·
On Friday, the Muskies faced a tough
match against the Owls of Terri.pie, barely
escaping with a 4-3 victory.
·
A natural hat trick from Kuiken and
three assists from Hammerschmidt lead the
Muskies to the win.
Kuiken struck early and often as he put
Xavier up 1-0 in the 10th minute of play off an
assist from Schaefer. He followed his first
goal with goals in the 39th and 44th minute,
both assisted by Hammerschmidt, to give the
Muskies a commanding 3-0 at halftime.
Xavier midfielder Steve Stamper added
a goal in the 59th minute, again assisted by
Hammerschmidt, to· give the Muskies what
looked to be a secure 4-0 .lead.
Temple had.n'~ given up thought as the
Owls battled back with three goals between
the 63rd and 70th minutes to pull within 4-3.
Stmpper's goal would prove to be the game
winner and extend Xavier's winning streak.to
three games as the Muskie defense held strong
to secure the 4-3 win.
After the close Temple win the Muskies

found St. Joseph's on Sunday to take their
frustrations out on, as X goalie Wesseling
scored his first shutout of the season in the 3~
0 victory.
.
Spaccarelli gave the Muskies a 1-0foad ·
in the 25th minute as he finished a rebound off.
· the post by Vlijter. The game would stay 1-0
· until the 84th ·minute of play, when Xavier
scored two quick goals to finish the Hawks
off.
Xavier dominated the entire match as
they outshot the Hawks 18-9:
.. Hammers~hmidt' s efforts in the
Duquesne and St. Bonaventure games earned
him Rookie of the Week honors for the wee:\c
on Oct. 6, while Kuiken's four goals .. and
assist in games against Temple and St. Joseph's
earned him Rookie of the Week honors for
this week. Hammerschmidt also tied aschool
reco;d with his three assists against Temple.
The Muskie overall record improves to
7-5-1 and conference mark stands at 5-0.
· Xavier has outscored their conference opponents 15-6 so far this season and Wesseling ·
has a 1.20 goals against average in Atlantic 10
play.
Up next for the Muskies in a road trip to
Bowling Green tonight, then they return to
Corcoran Field for a four game conference
home stand. The Muskies take on Rhode
Island Friday at 7,.p.m. as the first part of
Xavier's Midnight Madness celebration.
"Our good start continues, but it's a Sophomore midfielder Maringo Vlijter has
tough race," said men's head coach Jack helped lead the Musketeers to a 5-0 start in
the A-JO.
Hermans. ''There are four teams in the A-10
with four wins. Everyone is chasing us and
we definitely have our hands foll."

Spikers face pivotalweekend
and facing a team who had not reBY MATT BARBER
corded a win in over two weeks.
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR
None of this mattered to XU, who
walked into UC's home, arid five
This upcoming weekend is hard-fought games later, walked out
"huge" for the volleyball team in the with a 3-2 victory.
·
words of head coach Floyd Deaton.
Then, two weekends ago, La
With conference matches against · Salle and Temple came ,to Schmidt .
Fordham (9-8, 3-5) and George Fieldhouse to challenge Xavier.· In
Washington (14-6," 5-3) on Friday the conference matches, Xavier at
and Saturday, Xavier has a chance times played well, and at other times
to continue its run up the Atlantic 10 not so well. Against La Salle (9-8,
standings.
1-7), XU rolled up an easy threeSince Sept. 30, the Muske- games-to-none win by scores of 15teers have gone 4-1: ending a five 6, 15-8, and 15-5. The entire match
match losing streak and bringing lasted a scant one hour and 20 mintheir season record to 6-11, 3.-5 in utes, and every healthy Musketeer
the conference.
saw some playing time in the match.
Even more impressive is that
ThenextnightagainstTempfo
those four victories included three (13-4, 8-0) was a different story.
against A-10 Conference foes La The Musketeers looked like they
Salle, Duquesne, and St. could easily handle the Temple atBonaventure, and a win over cross- ·. tack at some points, but would intown rival UC. Xavier's only loss in stead falter in their execution. After
this stretch came at-the hands of A- blowing leads of9-6 and 13-9 in the
10 leading Temple.
first and second games respectively,
lfXU wins both ofits matches, Xavier. managed to win the third
and the higher ranked A-10 teams game,butwentquietlyinthefourth.
·defeat the lower ranked teams this ·The match went to Temple; who
weekend, the Musketeers will be remained unbeaten in A-10 confertied for fourth place in the Atlantic ence play, by the scores o'f 15-10,
10. Withthetopfourteamsmaking 16-14, 10-15, and 15-10.
·the conference play-offs, this is a · ·
This past weekend, Xavier
position the team would like to be in loaded up the bus and headed north
astheyenterthesecondhalfoftheir to visit Duquesne and St..
A-10 schedule; The winner of the Bonaventure for two more A-10
conference will recieve an automatil;: match-ups.
bid to the NCAA tournament this
On Friday against the Dukes
of Duquesne· (8-11, 3-5), the Mus. year.
The Cincinnati match may keteers found their serves, limiting
have marked a.turning point in the . themselves to only IO service errors
season for Xavier. Cincinnati was iii the five-game match. Duquesne
heavily favored, playing at home; didnotroffoverforXU, butXavier

took the match three games to two
byscoresof9-15, 15-6, 13-15, 15-5,
and 15-8.
Against the Bonnies (2-15, 08) the very next night, Xavier found
the going a bit easier. Despite 16
service errors in just three games,
Xavier absolutely outclassed St.
Bonaventure. The Musketeers took
the match in three short games by
scores of 15-6, 15-8, and 15-6 for
their second win of the weekend
trip.
Sophomore ouside hitter Beth
Osterday recorded her 11th doubledouble of the season with her 14
kills and 10 digs against St.
Bonaventure. Her 10th came the
night before againstDuquesnewhen
she had 15 kills and 17digs.
'
"We played well this weekend," said Deaton. "If you can believe it, you can achieve it, and we're
finally starting to believe in ·how
good we are."
On the coattails of this 4-1
stretch, Xavier will ride into its
matches this weekend with some
momentum. On Friday, they will
face Fordham Rams at 9 p.m., with
Midnight Madness immediately following the match. Then, on ~atur
day night, XU will take on the
Colonials ofGf'.orge Washington at
7:30p.m.
"We would lqve to have big
crowds there this weekend, it's a
very iJTiportant weekend," said·
·Deaton. "We love to have.the students behind us, and we love itwheri
it's loud in there." Both m~tches
this weekend will be held in Schmidt
Fieldhouse. ·

~ Eagle Realty Group
·

·; t..

....

.

· ..

· A Western-Southern Company

~· ·

Garage Cashier
Part-Time
Eagle Realty Group, a full~service real estate
company, is seeking a Part-Time Garage
Cashier to work in itS Real Estate .and Corporate
Services Department.
This individual performs a variety of garagerelated duties .. The work schedule averages
20 hours weekly. Responsibilities inGlude ·
calculating and collecting correct parking fees
from the public and making security patrols.

Success in this position requires:
.A·•. Must .be

honest, dependable and friendly .·
.A Good math aptitude
£ ·Willingness to . work a schedule which
includes weekend and shift work
A. Physical ability to see clearly, walk, stand,
reach, bend and lift up to BO lbs.
We offe~ an excellent compensation and
.benefits package, 25% tuition reimbursement
after 3 months' employment and the opportunity
to work in .a challenging,. grow.ing enterprise.
If you are interested in this position, please
forward your resume with ~alary history to:

·· ·· · Human Re.sources
· ·
400 Broadway • Cincinnati, OH 45202
·Fax: (513)629-1212
Ari Equal .Opportunity Employer

·

X Muskie's success··· cures· 'Jones'
BY PETE HoLTERMANN

SPORTS EDITOR

Sunday night· was a homecoming of
sorts for Marty Lloyd, a former Xavier student. The guitarist/vocalist returned with the
Freddy Jones Band to play at Bogart's in
support of the band's latest release, Lucid.
Lloyd attended XU as a freshman for
the 1986-87 school year. It was his only year
at Xavier, but it was a memorable one.
Before Sunday's show, he sat backstage and reminisced about his life in
Brockman Hall, watching Pete Gillen and
Tyrone Hill at Cincinnati Gardens, and spending time at Dana Gardens and the Norwood
Cafe. (He recommends the Bloody Mary's at
the Woods.) .
In his .time at Xavier, po yd became
involved witti a couple of bands, and. he
started focusing on them more than his studies. After struggling in the classroom because
of his music interest, he pulled himself out of
Xavier after his freshman year and moved
back to his home on the southern shores of
Lake Michigan.
This move got the ball rolling for the
Freddy Jones Band; Lloyd started taking
classes atthe nearby St. Mary's Junior College in South Bend, Ind. It was there he met
Wayne Healy, another guitarist/vocalist.
Together, the two started the band.
rour albums l,ater' the. Chicago~based

Former Muskie Marty Lloyd (far right) and the rest of Freddy Jones Band wait
patiently for their Bloody Mal)•'s.
quintet is still going strong, and finding a lot
of success with their latest effort. But on
Sunday, the show was a very. comfortable
blend of new material along with older songs
that have given the band the loyal following it
so rightly deserves.
Currently, the song "Wonder" off of
Lucid is being well received by radio stations
in many markets. But songs like "lri Daydream","TaketheTime",andtheveryunique
"Dixie Dynamite" are the signatures most

a

faithful fans identify with FJB. (There is no
.·

•·one iri the band with that name) .

Guitars drive the music of the Freddy
Jones Barid. Healy, Lloyd and Rob Bonaccorsi
all play guitar and sing for FJB. · The trio has
honed their individual skills over the years,
allowing themselves to become a dynamic
collaboration wheri playing together.
"It's pop-rock," said Lloyd before
Sunday's show: "But what I think sets us a
little bit apart is that we have a soulful edge to
our music. And there are also some jazz
sensibilities there."
: Lucid lets the band showcase its musi. cal skills, giving the album a i:efreshing, yet

Arousing.·'Kiss'···

NEW RELEASES

McJ:iernan (AshleyJudd.) After several days
of confinement, she decides to use her kick
boxing skill to help her escape her captor.
It is then that Freeman and Judd team up
to put the pieces of the puzzle together and try
to unmask the elusive Cassanova.
Freeman and Judd are an unlikely pair
that seem. to work well together, With his

BY-DAVE CAPPELLETTY

FIM CRITIC

The foll wing albums will appear in stores Oct. 21:

A good thriller in Hollywood today is
hard to come by. Just about every one of these
films are. extremely predictable from start to
finish. One can easily
,, ,figure out how the film
will go, and half way
through the movie could
have drawn a flow chart .
telling who the. myste. fious evil· character is
and how he/she figured
it out. Sometimes, a
Scooby Doo mystery is
more challenging
After seeing the
trailer ·for "Kiss the
. Girls," I was willing to
put money down that I ..
could figure out the ending after one hour into
the movie. I was totally
Morgan Freeman strikes a pose in "Kiss the Girls."
off the mark.
"Kiss the Girls"
stars Morgan Freeman as Dr. Alex Cross.• a wisdom and insight into the criminal mind,
police .detective/forensic psychologist in and her determination to· unmask her captor,
Washington,D.C., whoseniecehasbeentniss- thetwo make a uniquely believable duo.
ing for several days. After. learning virtually
It was surprising to seethatthis was an
nothing about her disappeararice;he decides inventive Hollywood thriller..'. FrOm a truly
to head to North Carolina to try and help with · .creative ending to an unlikely plot twist, "Kiss"
the investigation. Much to his surprise, he . tried.to stay away.from the standardized ac~
learns that his niece is not the only pretty girl ti on/thriller fare that are usually shoved in our
to be "missing" in the past 3-4 months. She, • faces. It was not one of the classic;{ like
along with several others, have been captured " ~·seven" or ''The Usual Suspects," because it ·. ·.
by a man claiming to be ''.Cassanova,~~ the,. ·had its moments of predictability and obvic:ius
great lover.
.
. ·.... : , '. cliches. But even with the occasioriaffauxWhile helping out i.n Ca'roliti.~;· _pas:)tJept the audience captive· with tllrn ·
Cassanova claims another beautiful girl, Kate. after turn.

•

''·:'··,·
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..

familiar sound when compared to FJB'.s earlier efforts·. "We were looking for a looser
kind of sound," said Lloyd. "We didri't want
to sound polished or processed. We.wanted it
to sound organic."
Playing live avails the band an opportunity to take the gloves off and just play. They
thrive off that, and the chance to play before
enthusiastic crowds, like the college-aged
crowd at Bogart's. Though small, the gathering was enthusiastic; and raptured in the flowing melodies. "It makes it a lot easier for us
to get up every night when its a young, energetic crowd," Lloyd said.
The band is in the third week of a threemonth tour across the natio~. Lloyd finds the
touring both difficult and fun. "It'.s a mix," he
said. "It is work, especially after doing this
for a few years. It's not like it's hard work, but
it gets repetitious after awhile. But we feel if
we're having a good time, then the crowd .will
have a good time."
·
The band will be on the road until midDecember then head home for the holidays.
After a couple months off, in large part due to
the expected January arrival of a child for
drummer Simon Horrocks, FJB will hit the
road again for a spring tour. Come summer,
Lloyd hopes Freddy Jones will hook up with
another band for a tour.
If you get the chance; check out one of
their shows. Night in and night out, The
Freddy Jones Band puts on one of the best
shows around.

Black Lab, Your Bod)' Above Me (DGC) ... Edwyn
Collins, I'm Not Following You (Seanta/Epic)... Alana
Davis, Blame It on Me, (Elektra)... Roberta Flack,
TheChristmas ·Album (Angel)... Goldie, Saturnzreturn
(London) ... lce·T.• The lee Opinion (Ichiban) ... Deanna
· Kirk, Where Are YouNow (Blaclcbird/Elektra) ... Moby, I
Like to Score (Elektra)... Salt N' Pepa, Brand New (Red
Ant/London) ...
· ;.. all dates are tentative.

'

'
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· mo.n't Miss .
'

'

'

'

They· Might Be Giants
w/ Lincoln
@

Bogart's.·Thursday, Sp.m.·.

Tickets only $10 through Select-A-Seat 721-1000
or at the door.

Friday, Oct 17

Tuesday, Oct 21

The Why Store

Seven Mary Three

@The Garage

wl The Honeyrods
@

,·

TheGarage

.' ~:'

Fcir ticket i~formatiori' ~all Ticketmaster at 562-4949 ...

As corrupt as you wanna, be... 'Nixon's Nixon'
really happened.
· The CincinnatLPlayhouse in
---"B-..Y__..J~A-Y_KA=-L=A;;..;;G_A=Y=A=N.._·_ _ · .the Park opens its newly renovated
·GUEST WRITER
theatrewithadramathatshiesaway
.. from the glitZand special effects of
Broadway style musicals; The main
character of "Nixon's Nixon" is
When your body is buried or based on former President Richard
recluced to ash; what is your legacy? Milhous Nixon who passed away in
This is. the question that lingers-as the fall of 1996. At his funeral, he
the house lights come up in the Th- was revered as a great leader.
ompson Shelterhouse Theatre, as However, the word "Watergate" will
Russell Lees' 90 minute tour into always shadow the legacy of our
the Lincoln Sitting Room is a roller 37th president
coaster of laughs and.sorrows.
Keith Jochim (Richard M ..
The facts: Richard Milhous Nixon) immediately gives the atidiNixon announced his resignation ence what they expect, a typical
from 1bepresidencyon;\ug. 8, 1974. imitation of Tricky Dick. The oscilThe previous night, President Nixon lating arms,' royal tones, and sagsummoned Henry Kissinger to the ging cheeks of this immortal figure.
Hem)' Kissenger and Richard Nixon share a moment in Cincinnati,
Lincoln Sitting Room at the White Theimpersonationissimilartowhat
Playhouse in the.Park's production of "Nixon's Nixon".
House. The two met behind closed might be seen on one of the better .
.
doors for almost three hours.
shows of Saturday Night .Live. as the original. He is annoying at ward role playing skills are ,shared
This is the setting behind the Jochim allows the audience to roar first as his voice reminds one of ""'.ith the .audience as both fail to
play, "Nixon's Nixon" by Russell at his rants and raves, but it's all a Arnold Schwartzenegger, but de~ open to .the game Nixori. wants .to
Lees. Two historical figures share a ploy .. With each hilarious. tear, the velops into a responsive character play. As the play progresses, the
drink, reminisce of times gone by, audience views the depth of not just with his own agenda in mind.
charactc;:rs gaindepth and emotion,
and attempt to concoct a maniacal a president, but man.
At Nixon's plea, Kissinger the audience empathizes, and the
conspiracy that will keep them in
The beginning of the play pre- .plays along in Nixon's role playing role playing becomes .credible and
goo~ standings with the history
sents an uncomfortable situation; games. These moments are ener- sentimental. Nixon confesses to his
books and maybe make the world a Henry Kissinger~eeting withNixo~ getic as the two famously em':liated' actions, but s~es nothing wrong. He
better place. This is the fiction. . .as he must make a decision on the political figures imitate SovietPresi- ponders his place in history and he
As least these are the events future of his presidency. Tim dent Leonid I.Brezhnev, Chairman wonders why a country that furand dialogue Russell Lees writes of Donoghue (Henry Kissinger) enters "Mae. Tse-tung and, Premier Chou n~shes hiili"wiih such power, critiand maybe they ring true to what ~toic, controlled and possibly as anal .. En-lai;Thesecretary of state's awk- cizes hi~ for usfog.it:

a

Stone makes '··U-Turn'
BvDANFUREY

DIVERSIONS WRITER

The new cinematic joyride,
"U-Turn" gives the audience something they are not use to when viewing an Oliver Stone movie - comedy. "U-Turn" proves to Hollywood that even hard-nosed directors like Stone, can come up with a
provocative dark comedy. The
movie incorporates a slew of oddball characters in the backwards
town of Superior, Ariz. with the
endless misfortunes of outsider
The Blind Man and Bobby Cooper say hi in "U-Tum. ''
Bobby Cooper (Sean Penn).
Cooper is on his way to pay
off a long awaited bet to Russian Powers Boothe as the sheriff, Claire misfortunes of Sean Penn's
gangsters in Las Vegas. He has the Danes as a dreamy~eyed teen, character.
money and everything seems to be Joaquin Phoenix as her rough-neck
The film generally works in
going his way until a broken radia- ·boyfriend, Jon Voight as a Apache some areas, but lacks in its overall
tor changes his life forever.
Indian, and Billy Bob Thorton as the formula. Sean Penn does an excelHe is forced to stop at the disgustingly shrewd mechanic.
lent job with his character and the
single gas statio'! in the picturesque
The contrasts between on-screen chemistry between the
town of Superior. This old mining Cooper's city-slicker demeanor and local inhabitants. The most humorvillage lies~nthemiddleofthedesert the townspeople create great hu- ous parts of the {ilm are with Penn
and is reminiscent of a ghost town. · mor. All Cooper wants to do is get and his colorful adversaries.
From the moment Cooper oui: of town, and the locals inadvertHowever, the movie runs way
turns into Superior, he slips into an ently do everything to make him too long (over two hours) for such a
abyss where the normal meets the stay.
primitivesettingandstory-line. The
bizarre. Even though he is just 'passThe film is conceptually a comedy gets old afterawhile and so
ing through', he becomes sucked blend of film genres. A melodrama does Stone's direction. His wild
into the lives of the people in the . that mixes western elements and shots and lavish schemes become .
backwards, town and his ~hort pit absurd comedy. "U-Turn" focuses ingredientsforheadachesabouthalfstop becomes his worst nightmare. on the animals that are unleashed in way through the movie. The movie
After he meets up with the people when confronted with ex- gets you to think that it was shot in
first of the delightfully played char- treme. behavior, and what better about two days, then edited for six
acters of Jennifer Lopez .and Nick . place for it to occur than th.e desert. months.
Nolte, his one-time goal of getting
There are plenty ofsex scenes,·. ·
·The movie triumphs in its suhis radiator fixed and o.ut.of town profanities,andcrazycameraangles perb cast and characters who takes
becomes a test of pure survival.
that let you know it is an' Oliver the viewer on a highly imaginative
Cooper quickly becomes en- Stone movie. However, tAle movie ride. Yet, it was a ride that I would
gulfedinthelivesofthelocals. The . takes a much-lighter approach by have liked to cut about a half-hour
ensemble of c.haracters inc;lude mixing comedy with the endless short.
,

-------·

The Playhouse provides a
multidimensional set despite the
. challenges of a small stage. The
elegant grandeur of the Lincoln Siting Room is captured by the set
designer Bill Clarke as the audience
surrounds the stage in a
Shakespearean theatre-in-the-round
experience, except with square wall
seating. However, a disadvantage
to a completely surrounding audience is that at some point you will
get the view of the back of Nixon's
head, or see the wrinkles in
Kissinger's tuxedo for a duration.
This occurrence robs the audience of seeing the face of a
character's monologue and turns the
dialogue visually one-sided. However, the sight of Kissinger's facial
expressions as he listens to Nixon or
Nixon's quiet moments, add an interesting dimension to the ~cenes.
"Nixon's Nixon" is an excellent drama for the 1997 season of
the Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park,
showing that cosmetic renovations
have no value without depth and
character.
Editor's Note:. Performances
for "Nixon's Nixon" will continue
until Nov. 2. For more information,
please call (513)-421-3888.
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'Seven Years' of the Pitts
BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY
FILM CRITIC

. The majority of the press
claims that Brad Pitt is a talentless
actor. It is believed that it is his
boyish charm and good looks that
land him roles, and I will agree with
that 100 percent. However, I feel
that he has some talent as an actor.
Even though his performances are
usually intolerable, "Sleepers" and
"The Devils Own," he also graces
us with his excellent roles in "Seven"
and "Thelma and Louise." In his
latest film, "Seven Years in Tibet,"
Pitt manages to annoy and yet awe
the audience at the same time.
Pitt stars as Heinrich Harrer, a
famous Austrian mountaineer set to
try and conquer the tallest peak in
the Himalayas. He, along with fellow countryman Peter Aufschnaiter
(David Thewlis,) try to tackle the
feat that no one has accomplished,
but relinquish their dream to avoid
certain death.

Unbekriownst'to Harrer and
Aufschnaiter, WorldWarllhasbroken out, and they are captured by
British soldiers as prisoners of war.
Languishing in the prison camp for
over thiee years, Harrer and his company decide to escape for the free
land of Tibet.
Successfully eludirig the
camp, Harrer.· decides to separate
from the group and rely on.his own
"wits" and sassy confidence to find
his way to this promised land and
true freedom. This path of stupidity
leads him to destitution and almost
total starvation until he luckily reunites with Aufschnaiter.
Together the two men find
their way to Tibet, and are luckily
able to sneak their way into the
religious mecca of Lhasa, the home
of the Dalai Lama himself.
It is here that Harrer finds true
meaning in his life. He is invited to
meet with the youthful Dalai Lama
(brilliantly played, by Jam yang
Jamtsho Wankgchuk) and eventually strikes up a solid friendship that
leads him to review his own life, and
change it for the better. ·
Director
Jean~Jacques
Annaud lures us into this film with.'

.

The Daiai Lama sent~nces Brad Pitt to seve~ years of his own m(Jvfes. .
incredible sce~~ry and an incredible
music (performed by John WiBiains,) but makes Pitt's journey to
.Tibetsolongthatbythetimehegets
there, one could care less.
. The incredible thing is that
Annaud regains our interest in the
life of Harrer with the introduction
of the Dalai Lama. That one character made the second half worth-

watching and brought emotion to' a down, the true talented acting skills
dull film.
·
of Piti emerge as he enters 'the an.Pitt's performance, as I men- cient city .
tioned before, leaves much to be
"Seven Years In Tibet" is a
desired. For the first hour, he is exceedingly lengthy film that should
boorish and obnoxious with the · be condensed to enhance its content
worst imitation of an· Austrian ac-. and its enjoyment, but still is worth
centlhaveever heard·(even worse . watching.
than liis Irish brogue in "The Devil's
··Own!" When he eventually settles ·

,,,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,_

Back By Popular Demand- Friday Night Fever
_ The best of '70s, '.80s, '90s·dance music

..

Every Wednesday~ COLLEGE NIGHT!!f'
· 2 live bands, DJ & live broadcast from
Channel Z frolll s:..1 Opm hosted by ·sterling!·
Wed. Oct. 15 - Festive Skeletons
Every Sunday- SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER
The home of the best disco in: town

Every Wed.; FrL, Sun. $1.00 Drinks
. Every Friday - LADIES NIGHT! Free
Admiss,ion for the ladies in before 1 lpm
· * Concert Calendar* ·

Sat. Oct. 1~ - Deepwater Junction with special
guests The John Mullins Band
Wed. Oct~ 22 -FOREHEAD

··.·.·sttu~~. "jg revtk~..

D Stare ·au~ t)i~ Library window

·D Another hour of T .V. ·
[] Da.na's

.. ;-Prayer andH9ly C()mm1lnion

.Tl'· '6fli/tl'
/.

Take
a Free Test Drive
·
· and find oUtl ·
. Take a 3-hour MOAT. Proctofed like the real test.
Receive lncfividual feed)ack. Get strategies that will help you ace the real exam.

· Xavier University
Saturday, October 18
. · 10-2 PM
Call today to reseive your seat!

•ll11Q&ll•.
1 m800·KAP·TEST
www.kaplan.com

'llCATloa-..-...icoftha-lbnof~MoclcaJCollQIO.
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MonrJoy: 9-10 pm.

· Rt>sory ~iglitty: 9:~0

p.m..

rX.a1'ier Students
·fill1'e for Christ!.
OueSfions: X3505.

Rey ·xavier.

ill
Fifth Third Bank

Sftidents.....

Building Careers for a Lifetime.

an

Come see advance screening·
of the new Tqu~htone Pictures filr:r+
"Playing God~' compliments of th~ .
:Newswire;

Have you•

thought:

.1·How:
.
. ·The
. first 30
students. to stop' by the
Newswire offices at the
. Colt~nCenter/TODAY
. . before 6:30 p.in. will·.·.
··. receive a co#iplimentary .
pass that admits two. (2) to . ·.·
TONIGHT's screening of
"Playing God" at
Showcase Cinemas
Cincinnati.
.

.. . . ,

.

Fifth Third has.

CAREER.e
· · t "'\ . .

~.

. · ye- .
·. · . .

f

.: · •

~s s·*·i Lfb I

WSTH

We are an equal
opportunity employer

lll!!!:illl

Meet with Recruiters and
find out more about
these challenging arid
rewarding opportunities
at our
Interview Session
Friday,
.
October 17th for;
• Commercial
. Asso~i<;ite
• Ac.counting

A
V

... . .
Why should you choose
FiftJ,: .Third Bankfor your
career? Here are a few of
the many reasons:
• Unlimited growth potential
• Aggressive Profit Sharing
• Health, Dental, Vision
and Life Insurance
· • Stock Purchase Plan
• 401K savings plan • Paid
.·holiday~ and vacations
• Educationill Assistance plan.
Human Resources ·
Department' ·
· •
Fifth Third Bank
38. Fountain·
Square Plaza
Cincinnati, OH 45263
Fax (513) 744-8621
Visit ourweb site at ·
www.53.com ·

In fact, we have a
wide range of
Management
Development
Programs
designed to help
you build a
rewarding, .longlasting career
with the nation's
· · leading financial
institution.·

Associate
•.Operations
Associate
• Retail Associate
Interview Session
.Tuesday,·
.•·
· ··october 21th for:

i._

• MPS Associate
•Systems
··.Analysts
•Business Analyst
Sign Up At The
Placement Office·
. Today!

Provident Bank is a regional comrµercial banking organization dedicated to serving the financial needs of businesses
and individuals throughout the country. Established in 1900, this multi-billion dollar financial institution is ranked by
Forbes as one of the top 100 bank holding companies in the country.

We have the following part and full-time positions

availab~e:

Encoders (13662) · ·
Administrative Clerks (13664)
Operations Cler;ks (13665) (13666) (11661) (13634)
Sr. Operations Clerks (13656)(13667).
Couriers (13641)
>

"

.

•

•

.

.

••

'.

'

Duties include encoding numerical information on documents, balancing' transactions, maintaining machine .
· : tapes and supplies, removing and sorting envelope contents, making copies of checks, verifying work, preparing
· cash letters, filing stop payment forms, preparing currency orders, balancing ATM machines, ·operating currency
counters, picking up, processing and delivering mail, opertaing postage machines, and lifting 15-50 lbs.
Requirements include Hi~h School Diploma or the equivalent, six months cash handling or bank operations
experience, basic math capabilities, good organizational skills with ability to meet deadlines, 10 key calculator (up
: ~o 7 ,000 k~y strokes·pef° hoµr), typing (25wpm), good communication skills, valid driver's license with good record,
: finger dexterity, standing for extended periods of time and ·schedule flexibilty.
Various pours.iricluding:weekdays and.weekends, first, sec~nd, and third shifts.
Salarie~rrarige from $6.50- $7.00 per hour. Some positions have a 10% shift differential and incentive plan.
Interested candidtaes lnay send a resume to The Provide11t Bank, Human Resources, One East Fourth Street,
·Cincinnati, Ohio, 45202, or fax to' (513) 345-7190. Job titles a11d numbers must be indicated onresumes. Please
.submit by Friday October 17, 1997. .·".:.
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.. At North~~stern College o/chfropractic, we feel strongty'about the quality of education ~e provide to· our 650
students and their prep.aredness for satisfying careers, As our 3,ooo alumni know, we can. provide you with an .
'unmatched 'edu~~tional e~perience featuring: .
.
.
• .A well-ro~ridedi ,ngorous educ~tional program;
• Emphasis oii,dinical, ha,n.ds-on education and
experience;
•· 11':1' student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty
attention;
.
• . ctinic~t internships in 100+ com~unity arid .
. four c6llege clinics; .
. •··Extensive in~erdisciplinary clinical learning
'opportunities;
9 An internationally-known research center;
• Final term full-time private practice
internships globally;
·• A beautiful 23-acre campus featuring
superior facilities;
• A Career Services Office to assist graduates in
job placement;
• New state-of-the-art library to suppo,rt education and research.
.

.

.

For a personal visit or more detailed informatio~, call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

.

1-800-888-4777
Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedn'lss for Professional Success
NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC
2501 'W. 84th st·• Minneapolis, ,Minnesota,55431 ,
··
·
:. ",.' :" :::.·.

Ok kids-- you 're walking a' thin line with the
photo departmentat the l'{ewswire. If you
don't submit any photos the man with the
tight pants will jump! Please submit your
favorite photographs; funny, artistic, athletic or other to Deena Delfosse, photo
editor. Submissions can be delivered to the
Newswire office in the Cohen Center or sent
on campus mail to ML 2129. All photos will
be returned. Photographers will be compensated with a prize fr9m the Newswire
vault.

Considering
.Graduate
School?
Study' in Ohio's #1 Pharmacology Doctoral
Program. Discover new drugs and new mecha- ·
nisms of action of established drugs~ AcqQire
modern biochemical, physiological and molecular ·biological techniques. Careers in R&D,
education, and biotechnology.
Full scholarships & stipends available~·
Application deadline is February 1, 1998•..

Open House
Friday, October 31, 1997
12:00 to 3:30 p;m.
.Lunch served. Reservations required.
To-register, <;ontact:
Department of Pharmacology
& Cell Biophysics
·
University of Cincinnati
Phone 513,;558-2366, FAX 513-558-1169
.or
email: thybern@ucbeh.san.uc.edu
Visit our Web Site:
http://blues.f~l.uc.edu/www/deptpcbhp/
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Security National Automotive·. Acceptance Corporation
Crescendo Award Winner 1992, 1993, 1994 & 1995
CEO Awarded "Entrepreneur of the Year" 1995
We are a nationwide automotive finance company seeking candidates interested in
becoming part of a challenging and successfull team atmosphere. Security National is
·one of the nation's larger buyers and servicers of primary and secondary car loans. We
will provide you with an iµteresting·& challenging position, a c,a,su,;i.l.& friendly
environment & the opportunity to grow professionally & personally!

COLLECTIONS
ACCOUNT REP. - FULL TIME
Collect on delinquent automotive installment loans. Min. 6 mos. exp. in collections
preferred, but not required. Skip tra.cing experience a plus. Full-Time hours include: 2
days/wk 8-5p; 2 days/wk 12.:9p; and a Sat. or Su:1.

CREDIT
CREDIT ANALYST
Purchase automotive contracts for primary & secondary loans. We require 1 yr. recent
lending exp., preferably in automotive/installment lending, & 1 yr. collective exp. FullTime hours: Mon-Fri. 12-9pm with every other Sat. 9-6pm

LOAN PROCESSOR
Pull credit bureaus, process auto loans and provide dealer service. Qualified applicants
will possess administrative and interpersonal skills, problem solving ability and
excellent communication and organization skills; experience in credit/finance preferred.
Experience with PC/Word Processing a plus. Full-time hours: 2 days/wk 9-6p; 2 days/wk
12-9p w/every other Sat 9-6pm
·

SYSTEMS
NOTES PROGRAMMER·

Programs Lotus Notes 4.5. Must have a working knowledge of Lotus Notes 4.5, 1 yr. of
notes experience, and be familiar with Lo~us Scripts. Knowledge of Domino a plus.

MANAGEMENT·
CREDIT/COLLECTION MANAGER

.·SYSTEMS
~~1tb~~L~:tc?i:
MANAGER
Manage departments ranging from 2-3 to 20~40 persons, depending on department, create
and implement a department strtegic plan, maintain daily operations of department, train
de,partment staff, provide dealer serviee and develop department policies and procedures.

ACCOUNTING MANAGER.

-.

Manage a 5-7 person department. Prepare and analyze financial and operational reports
for executive management and external parties, assist in.year end audits and Asset
Securitization transactions. Oversee routine accounting functions such as bank
reconciliation, AIR, A/P and general Ledger, create and implement a department strategic·
plan. CPA required.
·
All management positions'require a minimum of 3-5 years solid management experience,
ability to work closely with department personnel and management team, strong computer
skills an:d excellent communication skills; Bachelor's Degree or equivalent experience
required.
·
·
·
·
Located near Kings Island.
Great.benefits including medical/life insurance, tuition
reimbursement, 401 (k) & more.
Security National
Fax resumes to: (513) 459~7318
ph: (513) 459-8118 Ext.269
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Haunted Theater '97; presents
"It Came From Outer Space" in 3D. After seeing this, you will have
more of an appreciation and understanding for those that you think
came from some faroffland in space.
Yoµ will see that we really aren't
that different. Shows are at 7 p.m.
· and 10 p.m. at the Holiday Auto
What a great feeling when Theatre in Hamilton.
-· you put on your inost comfortable
jeans that haven't been washed in a
couple of weeks and find money in
the back pocket. Oh, what to do
October 20
. with the cash flow. Kings Island is
always an option; For $18 you can
Bluerock Gallery is presentspend the, day at the Island' be.fore·
ing "David Warda/lmage Artist" in
Jack Frost closes it. Sign up at the
their gallery. It is open.to the viewRomero Center while seats are still
ing
public Wednesday thru Satur·available. .
day, from noon-6 p.m. ··You have
never seen duct tape used in such
. Celebrate the . biggest Hallways, as if from outer space.
mark holiday with your sweetheart .
If you don't have one, rip on every.one that does for being so cheesy.

HouseParty! Anditisn'tlike
·any 0th.er on~ you've been to yet.
·· This party win rock the Village
Gazebo at 9 p.in with big prizes, a
DJ, and a·keg. So join your friends
for one of your few sober weekend
nights with some rootbeer (the keg) ..
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15

0 ·Today's local sponsor of the
ever-so-famous Internatfonru Coffee Hour is BSA These wonderful .
people· wbuld love for you "tbjointhem for· a freshly brewed cup of
coffee i~ the.Multicultural Affairs
House on Ledgewood A venue.
Same time as always, 3:30 p.~.

. •.. · .

Ottober

17.

. LE·T."THE

MAD-..

·'NE'S:S· BEGIN·! !

have their kiCkoff party for the
Xavier House at 841 ·Hutchins Avenue(siteofthehouseiat5:15p.m.
A cookout wiH follmv. 'It will only
la5t for one half ho~r so 'do not miss
your ·chance of :being part of the
in~anity on campus;

·monday

, Y~ur~_night :begiils . at 5 P..m. ·
...
.
.when you join'ypur fellow sports , . · There are other options .if
fanatics atthe OSC parking lot for ..sport~ are ~ot for you. The Why
a tailgat~ party. Pizza and soda Store1splaymgattheqarage. Why?
will' be made available for dinner at For the same reason horses go couna small price of 50 cents a slice: At tercl()c.kwise around .the t~ack, just ·
·october 21
If you missed, the last meet- 7 p;m. you will find yourself enjoy~ because.
ing, but are stiJlinterested in spend- ing a friendly game of men's soc·
·.·If you don't like sports, and: ..,
. October 19
Calender . inan, XU's most
ingasemesterinNiCaraguaorOvei:- cer, and 'watching them kick the
knownmari,andthemostrespected
the-Rhine, no need to worry. The %&*#out of Rhode Island~ The youdon'tlikeTheWhyStore,.theri
PMass will travei to memberofTheCompanyhavecome
plane still has seats available and SchmidtFieldhousedoorsopen.at youaretoopickyandhfl.veonemore
the Service Learning Program. will . 8 p.m. so that you have enough time ~ption, .• Cadd.y' s is . holding their Corcoran Field to.play the No., 1' ~- .: together 'fo create. a· colleqtion of
have a meeting in the Regis Room·. to get that perfect seat to, watch .the.. · first ~KA ,Night. ·Lee Harvey 1o soccer team 1 p'.m; . Let's an ·.comedicone~acts, monologues, and
at 3 p.m to learn more 'about the vollyball team bump, set, and spike . SkaswaI? an~ OB .one are part of join together and cheer our team to~ sklts. 'T!i~Know,Theatre T~ibe.will .
prograin.and to claim your window ·to victory against Fordham at9 p.m. . ~he opemng m~ht lmeµp. · .
. another victorious win.
·· . · 1. ·be perfomiing ·at Barnes & Noble
It's advised that you go to the ·. · ·•
Booksellers.on East Kempe~ Road··
seat.
vollyball gam. e i~ order to b. e.part of.:
The Xavier 'Classicai Guitar by Tri-Cb~~ty;at 8 p:m: It is free, so
.·· · .· ··
,
·
Series presents the e:ver-won~erfu1l , corrie·:~nd ~·ee .what Jay' has been
The Cincinnati Art Museum the opening of the Xavier men and .. .
would like to have lunch with you: ' women' sbasketball seasori at 10:30 .
' October 18
Rachel Gauk. G~uk has performed doing '\yithout~. his morikeys and
... all over the world .with a variety bf I· 13ro9knia.n :,3 . north can . see . what
Along with a gourmet meal from the' 'p.m. Don't miss' the dance team·.·
museum cafe, they will take you on with their improv~d mo~es or the
After· a. crazy night, the well-known orchestras afterreleas- . 'chaHes cfoes·::when they can't find .
a guided magical mystery tour en- cheerleaders with theil: over prac~ ,y:oUyball team' returns to the · ing her.own CD. To take part in this · him. ·. ·..
titled "The .World of Impres~fon" · ticed basket~iOsses' at 12 a;m. In-, .'Fieldhouse to show George Wash~ musical experience, visit the Uni~,
ism." Call the museum to let them ·~anity.
ingtoriwliattheyhavelefttoofferat versityCeriter'threatr~at2:30pjn.
know your interest to participate in
7:30 o:rri. :- "
. .
. ' with $1L
.
this opportunity ofa lifetime.

~unday

tues day

at

.s.•. atu.·; . ·r.··.. ·d,.ay· ·

thursday
October

16

Sweetest Day is coining up
and your sweetheart will let you
know if you forget. The commuters
have a plan to help save you. On
your ~ay to lunch, stop by theirlnfo
Center (across from the Grill) and
order a few carn'ations for your main
squeeze, They're only $1 or a dozen
for $10;that'sless then84 cents per'
flower; You can't pass up this offer.
It; s so 'good that you should buy
them even if.you don't have a significant other.
The'. Xavier University Pfay~
ers presents the world premiere of··
"S'Wonderful." It's the opening·.
night for the Gershwin MusicalRevue which will run nightly at 8 p.m;
until Stmday. Tickets are only $3
with your XU I,D. It's a great cheap
date to. go along with the carnations
for Sweetest Day, and a world premiere. ·
Listening to Beethoven will
reduce the ·unneccessary stress of
school. This is a good reason for
you to listen to the Amerrie~ Sttjng
Quartet at Music Hall, starting at 8
p.m. which includes pieces from
Shostakovich and Brahms.
.They Might Be Giants wiII' .·
be exposing their musical talentfor ,
the pleasure of the viewingputilic at ...
Bogart's. No need to fear; .they ·
aren't.that
big,' height~wise at. ,, least.
.....
,_.,
,

,

Ear~ MONEY ~nd

SPRING BREAK
Outgoing
individuals - sell 15
FREE TRIPS!!
TE!--EPHONE SALES
& go FREE. Cancun, South Padre,
Absolute
Best
SPRING
BREAK
HELP
WANTED
We are Iooking for fun,
Packages available!.! INDIVIDUALS;
Tutor fo1· fifth, seventh, and Mazatlan, Jamaica, South Beach
energetic stu.dents to staff our
Fla. Guaranteed Best Prices.
.student ORGANIZATIONS, or·· eighth grade!.· in our Mt. WashingSilverton/Kenwood calling center.
1:800-SURFS-UP
small
GROUPS
wanted!!,
Call
ton
home,
2
1/2
hr.
each
Tuesday·&
H you are interested in earning $8/
www
.studentexpress.com
Thursday afternoon for school
hr:, having fun, and helping those INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1800-327~6013 or http://www.icpt;com
· review & Thursday afiernoon for
· · · ' in need -:- give us a
FREE T-SHIRT
· school reView & homework. help. .
call at794-7740.
+$1,000
231-4785
NOW HIRING
Credit Card fundraisers for
Need books? Want extra ·
. fraternities, sororities & groups. 'Any .
· .money? Want to work with a fun·
campus orgamzation can raise up
and fle~ible company? The Cooke~
APARTMENT FOR RENT · $1,000 by earning a whopping $5/VISA
p H~LP,WA~TED £ . . in Hyde Park is hiring energetic.
2B. DR- Equip
..·.P•· e.d. :Kit,chen·~.
application. Call'lc800-932-0528 ext.
... • .arMi1J1e.s1tter nanny. oi;_
people for all positions. Many. . .
65. Qul!lified callers receive FREETD
.
isliwasher,
AC,
Laundry.,
Infant an d toddler. •· 7 =. 30 a.m. -. . X ·
t d t h
l d · · d..
.
~HIRT.
.
1
M F . ' :·. H d p k 11v1er s u en s. av.ea rea y Jome Parking, $475 plus 'utilities.
pe.mN./.S-w1:1tnh.oru! y ee·s• ar our t.eam. <;:ome in for an i11¥I1edi-' .
751-3467 . .
hom
· · t.erv1ew.
·
3780'P
·. ·. · · · . eierenc
. .
.····· · ·· "t.
a e in
..
ax t on Rd. .·"
required. Possible live-in position ·
FOR RENT
if desired. Begin 12/1/97. Call 651"
·
.4112
bedroom, 2
HELP WANTED .
STOCKERS.·
5666 ask fo~ Bill .
kitchens,.2 bathrooms, deck,
. ·. ,, · ., .,.Gamemanufacturing · , .· . .
Will Train to $9:50/Hr. 50
central air; Dice backyard, 2
... . . . compa~y hiring for' assembly and·.··...
needed Sharonville .. ·Hiring detail
car garage, parking for 4+ '
.. •wareh~useforOakly~cirwood area:
. oriented individual to load,
cars~. $730/month .
unload & sort merchandise; use
35~40 hrs. weekdays9a:~:-5p.m.
471-762.3
Starting wage $6 hourly and up.
scanners and computers. Call
FOR RENT
CBS
881-7100.
.
Apply
in
pei;son
at
Lateforthe
Sky,
Walking distance to XU · .
·.
. 561 Reading Rd.
Campus, Extra Large Rooms, ,All
SHOW ME THE MONEY!!
Cincinnati, OH 45202. ·
Utilities Furnished; Equipped
FOR SALE ·
. . The Cooker in Hyde Park is ·.
·Kitchens, Off Street Parking,
Piano, Wui·lltzer studio, oak. · conducting immediate inte1·views
. Wasli~r/D1·yers, Basement Rooms
HEl.P WANTED.·
\ Excellent condition. Owned by ·· for energetic Xavier students who
.Also Availahle, Please ·
. ·Experienc~d:~nthusiastic
· ·' piano techni~ian:.' $l,900.
want to be shown the money. Top
Call 242-1567
fittness instructor needed. Day and
Call 781-2025.
··pay fo1· alJ positions. Come in
evening classes. Great Pay •• ·
today. 3780 Paxton Rd.
· , .L~rri, 761~75!)0,, '
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